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Abstract
We present the most stable structures for VXSc3-XN@C2n (where X=1-3 and 2n=70, 76, 78
and 80) using a systematic procedure that involves all possible isomers of the host fullerene
cages. Subsequently, a detailed investigation of structural and electronic properties of the lowest
energy isomers is performed using density functional theory in combination with large polarized
Gaussian basis sets. The search procedure developed involved structural optimizations of
thousands of fullerenes and correctly identifies the experimentally observed VSc2N@C80 and
V2ScN@C80 isomer as the most stable structures. The structural analysis shows that a few Vdoped endohedral fullerenes do not follow the isolated pentagon rule that dictates the stability of
fullerenes. The V-doped fullerenes show interesting electronic and magnetic properties. We have
also studied the electronic structure studies on C60@C240 onion at the DFT level using all
electrons and large polarized Gaussian basis sets. The calculations indicate that the two nested
fullerenes are weekly interacting and their electronic structure is essentially unperturbed. From
the observed values of electron affinity and ionization potential, it can be inferred that the onion
has not only high electron accepting capacity but also is rather stable against oxidation. We also
present a density functional study on the structural and electronic properties of Zinc Sulfide
cages ZnxSx [x = 12, 16, 24, 28, 36, 48, 108] and an onion-like structure Zn96S96. The study of
energetics and stability, performed using large polarized Gaussian basis sets indicated that all
structures to be energetically stable with similar binding energy of 5.5 - 5.6 eV per ZnS
pair. Further computation of electronic properties showed that these cages have large vertical
ionization energies and relatively low electron affinities in the range of 6.8-8.1 eV, and 1.7-3.0
eV, respectively. They have large HOMO-LUMO gaps between 2.5 to 3.3 eV and quasi-particle
gaps vary from 6.2 eV for Zn12S12 to 4.19 for Zn108S108. The computed vibrational frequencies for
vi

selected cages, i.e. Zn12S12, Zn16S16, Zn28S28 (O, S4, and S8 point groups), and Zn36S36 indicate that
these cage structures correspond to local minima on the potential energy surface. Finally, the
infrared spectra calculated using large basis sets is also reported.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Endohedral Fullerenes
The carbon cages can serve as a robust container to accommodate some units inside it

and the cages impregnated with the units like atoms, molecules and clusters are termed as
endohedral fullerenes. Depending on the types of incorporated units, the endofullerenes can be
classified as metal doped and non-metal doped fullerenes. Just after the great discovery of
Buckminsterfullerene C60 in 1985 by Smalley and his group, the endohedral fullerene La@C60
was synthesized for the first time in the same year by the same group [1]. They used the laser
vaporization of LaCl3 along with graphite rod. Couple of years later, the endohedral nature of the
metal atom in the endohedral fullerene was further illustrated by Weiss et al. from the indirect
evidence in which they pointed out non reactive nature of LaC60 with H2, O2, NH3 etc. [2] The
deeper exploration on the endohedral fullerenes became possible only after the yield of
fullerenes in macroscopic amount by Huffman and Kroto group in 1990

[3]

, in which they

synthesized using resistive heating of graphite rod in He atmosphere.
Since then many reports of encapsulation of metal inside fullerenes and their properties
were documented. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Still, the production of endohedral fullerenes was low and was
about only 1% of the total production of empty cages of fullerenes. Some of the most promising
synthesis methods are: vaporization of graphite using either of the method like laser ablation, arc
discharge, plasma torch etc., implantation of the endohedral unit by breaking the wall of
fullerene cage using one of the techniques: pressure treatment, bombardment of ions, explosion
etc., and impregnation of endohedral unit using chemical path. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Among the
methods mentioned above, more often, two synthesis methods: DC arc-discharge [17] and laser

1

vaporization method [18] [4] [19] are used, which are also known to generate the empty fullerenes
equal importantly.

1.1.1

Synthesis Methods of Endohedral Fullerenes
In the laser-furnace method (Figure-1.1), laser is focused on a target rod which is

composed of graphite/metal oxide in the high temperature furnace at 1200 °C. The target
composite rod keeps on rotating to ensure a fresh surface under gas flow. Both Metallofullerenes and empty fullerenes are produced by the laser vaporization and flow down the tube
along with the gas carrier and are finally trapped on the quartz tube wall near the end of the
furnace. This method is known to have some characteristic advantages in terms of independent
control over some of the physical parameters such as: reaction region temperature, gas pressure
(i.e. He, Ar gas), laser fluence, etc.

[18]

and best suited to study the growth mechanism of the

fullerenes and metallofullerenes but it is not cost effective due to the use of expensive laser
source.

2

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the high-temperature laser-furnace apparatus to produce
fullerenes and metallofullerenes by laser vaporization of a rotating metalimpregnated graphite target in an electric furnace with flowing argon carrier gas. [20]

Dc arc discharge method is known for simple and higher production, which makes it a
good bargain. It mainly consists of two chambers: production chamber and collection chamber.
The anaerobic condition is preferred in the collection chamber in order to avoid the degradation
of metallofullerenes in the primary soot due to moisture and air. The anode made up of metaloxide/graphite composite treated at high temperature (i.e. above 1600 degree centigrade) lead to
form the metal carbide, which is crucial in the efficient yield of the endohedral metallofullerenes.
The yield can be further optimized using the variables such as: size of composite rod, DC
current, and the arc gap of the two electrodes.

[21] [22]

A cross-sectional view of the third-

generation DC arc- discharge apparatus is as shown in Figure-1.2.

3

Figure 1.2: A cross-sectional view of the third-generation DC arc-discharge apparatus (the socalled Nagoya arc-discharge model) with an anaerobic collection and sampling
mechanism. The produced metallofullerene-containing soot is effectively trapped
by the liquid N2 trap installed in the center of the collection chamber. Typical arcdischarge conditions: 40–100 Torr He flow, 300–500 A, and 25–30 V. [20]

4

The most important breakthrough in the metallofullerenes community was obtained with
the inadvertently produced nitrite cluster fullerene Sc3N@C80, due to the leakage of N2 gas in the
Kratschmer Huffman arc generator, which greatly enhances the yield of endofullerene as
reported by Harry Dorn and coworkers in 1999. The higher kinetic stability obtained from the
opening of gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) makes this nitride cluster fullerenes (NCFs) as a one of the most
abundant fullerene after C60 and C70. The leakage of nitrogen gas in the Kratschmer-Huffman
generator, which was used for the vaporization of graphite, greatly enhances the yield of
endohedral fullerene 3-5%

[23]

. Later on, this method was further refined and reactive gas

atmosphere route gave a breakthrough, which pushes the relative yield of endohedral fullerenes
overwhelmingly above 98%, even as compared with empty cages of fullerene for the first time
[24]

.

1.1.2 Separation and Purification of Endohedral Fullerenes
In order to use in different applications, the endohedral fullerenes obtained from any of
the synthesis method described above, need to be separated from the following: reactant species,
by-products, and even from empty cages of fullerenes. Prominent solubility of the empty cages
and endohedral fullerenes in some of the organic solvents established the solvent extraction
method as one of the attractive methods in the first step of the separation from the soot, in which
both pristine fullerenes and metallofullerenes are dissolved in solvents i.e. toluene, o-xylene,
CS2, pyridine and

1,2,4

-trichlorobenzene etc. [25] [26] and is claimed to be best suited for the large

scale extraction of fullerenes. The efficiency of solvent extraction can be increased using
ultrasonic method. [27]
5

For the solvent free extraction of endohedral fullerenes, sublimation technique can be
employed in which the raw soot containing metallofullerenes is heated at 400 °C in the
He/vacuum environment and the sublimed metallofullerenes were collected in the cold trap
leaving behind the primary soot. [28] [29] [30]
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is one of the popular techniques for
purification of both empty cages fullerenes and metallofullerenes, which utilizes difference in
properties like: molecular weight, shape, size, boiling point, polarity, etc., between the separating
groups and is claimed to be best suited for complete separation of endohedral metallofullerenes
[31]

[32]

. The HPLC can also be employed to separate the structural isomers of the

metallofullerenes. [33]

1.1.4

Potential Applications of Endohedral Fullerenes
Some of the attractive properties with potential use in different applications make the

fullerenes and endohedral fullerenes as a one of the active areas of research. One of the attractive
properties is the non-toxic behavior of carbon cage and the encaged atom, molecule or clusters
are isolated from its surrounding environment makes the whole endohedral complex less toxic
with higher stability and thus the endohedral fullerene based drugs are worthwhile in the medical
applications [34]. In addition to non-toxic behavior, the large surface area in the cage also provides
enough space to attach large number of drug molecules, which leads to the less amount of
material requirement for effective dosing as compared to the conventional methods. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is one of the popular methods that can be used to get the picture of
organs. By the use of contrasting agents, it is possible to increase visibility of internal structures.
Gadolinium based endohedral fullerenes are more common in use as contrasting agents, which
were reported in various studies [35] [36] [33], in which its better performance is claimed with higher
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relaxivities as compared with commercial MRI contrasting agent Gd-DTPA (DTPA
diethylenetriamino-pentaacetic acid). In addition, endohedral fullerenes are also useful in the Xray contrasting agent and anticancer activity [37] [38] [39]. Another attractive field of application is
the use of endohedral fullerene as an acceptor component in the organic solar cell (OSC). The
interest in OSC increased due to its low cost in manufacturing, ease in the fabrication, and
compatibility with mass printing technique. One of the studies revealed that due to betterpositioned LUMO level in an acceptor component Lu3N@C80-PCBH, which combined with low
band gap donor polymer in polymeric solar cells was able to attain the efficiency over 10% [40].

1.1.4

Stability of Endohedral Fullerenes
In addition to NCFs, other endohedral fullerenes with novel units such as: metal carbide,

methano-, oxide-, cyano-, sulfide-metal clusters were also reported in the various studies [41] [42] [43]
[44]

. This novel carbon material is reported to stabilize even some of the species mentioned above

that cannot exist outside of the cage. The stability of the fullerenes is driven by the IPR rule. This
rule is strictly followed by the empty cage fullerenes, and it grants the stability to only those
fullerenes in which all the pentagonal sides are shared by hexagons. We point out that it is not
possible for the C20-C58, C62-C68 cages to satisfy the isolated pentagon rule. These carbon cages
have high strain, and as a result, are unstable and difficult to isolate. In the endohedral form,
however, the complexation releases large strain energy, which leads to form the stable structures.
Before 2000, it was believed that only IPR fullerenes can be realized, but after the isolation of
non IPR Sc2@C66 (4348) and Sc3N@C68 (6140) structures, interest grew over the non IPR
fullerenes, as well. [45] [46]. An elucidation on stabilization of the endohedral fullerenes is reported
by Salina et al. who proposed that there is change in aromaticity of the pentalene (two fused
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pentagons) system moving from neutral to charged state. [47] This gain in aromaticity, due to
charge transfer from endohedral moiety to the cage, enhances the stability of the whole complex.
As we have seen from the above discussion, the endohedral fullerene class is diverse in
terms of isomers and selectivity of the endohedral unit. There are many theoretical studies
carried out in order to understand the bonding of the cage with the endohedral unit and to explore
the electronic structure of this diverse class of material. One of the interests could be to
understand the factors that make the endohedral fullerene stable. High electron affinity of the
fullerenes and the electro positivity of metals suggest the ionic bonding between the cage and
endohedral component. This ionic model is further confirmed in a report by Johnson et al. in
which it was observed that the spin density in M@C82 is localized on the cage rather than in the
endohedral unit, leading to conclusion of the transfer of valance electron to the cage [48]. The
metallofullerenes in ionic model can be described of the type Mx+@C2nx-, where x represents the
electrons transferred from the endohedral unit to the cage. The study of molecular orbital (i.e.
orbital density plot) also leads to the similar conclusion of transfer of valance electrons from
metal entity to the cage [49].
Very recently, Wei and coworkers [50] were successful in introducing the vanadium atom
inside the fullerene cage. This work is the first report of encapsulation of group-VB transition
metal in fullerene. To synthesize V containing endohedral fullerene, they used a DC- arch
discharge technique with a mixture of Sc2O3, VC (or V2O5), graphite and 5% N2. Using the X-ray
crystallography, resultant molecular structures of VxSc3−xN@(Ih)C80 (x=1,2) were determined to
be Ih-C80 cage containing planar VSc2N and V2ScN clusters. The resultant structures were further
characterized by UV-vis-NIR and ESR spectroscopies. Using these characterizations and
electrochemical studies, they found that the electronic and magnetic properties of
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VxSc3−xN@(Ih)C80 (x=1,2) fullerenes can be tuned by tuning the number of V atoms. The
vanadium ion can exist in different charge states from +2 to +5 and its ionic radius ranges from
0.46 °A for +5 to 0.79 °A for +2. The V atoms are found to be in the +3 charge state with two
unpaired d electrons located on each V ion in the VSc2N@C80. [50] Therefore, the spin state of
these clusters can be other than a singlet state. The present study computationally explores the
possibility of forming similar endohedral fullerenes but with various sizes of host fullerenes: C70,
C76, C78, C80, C82 along with different endohedral clusters: VSc2N, V2ScN and V3N. Earlier in our
group, we have also explored the possibility of hosting VSc2N inside the C68 cage but the
magnetic behavior of the VSc2N inside the C68 cage was weak. In this work, we extend the scope
by including various sizes of cages and computationally study the properties of those fullerenes
with VxSc3-x(x=1,3) endohedral unit at the density functional level. We first find the
energetically, most favorable isomers by examining a large set of promising isomers. More
detailed calculations are performed to obtain the information about the electronic structure and
excited states of the most stable isomers.

1.2

Carbon Onions
Carbon Onions or carbon Nano onions (CNOs) are the new allotropic form of carbon,

which consists of concentric multi shell fullerene like carbon cages. The discovery of carbon
onions was even before the fullerene [51] but remain in the shadow of other more popular and
better-studied Nano carbon materials like graphene, fullerenes, and carbon Nano tubes etc. [52] [53]
[54] [55]

The potential use of CNOs in different fields such electronics, tribology, energy storage,

biomedical devices etc., [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] makes this field of research as one of the attractive among
carbon based materials. Here in our study we tried to explore the electronic structure of C60@C240
as one of the smallest onion cage using plot of density of states, molecular orbital etc. and also
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present the transition spectra that can be useful in the experimental characterization of the Onion
complex. The detail of CNOs is presented in Chapter-6.

1.3

Zinc Sulfide Cages
Zinc is mainly found in the form of sulfide in nature. ZnS shows the polymorphism with

two forms: sphalerite or wurtzite. The more stable cubic form of ZnS is known as zinc blende or
sphalerite where as the hexagonal form, which is less stable as compared with the former, one is
better known by wurtzite. There were many studies have done in the hollow Nano particles
including ZnS due to its potential application in different fields such as catalysis, delivery of
drug, protection of biologically active agents, tribology etc. Here in this study we tried to explore
the electronic structure calculation on different cage sizes ZnxSx [x = 12, 16, 24, 28, 36, 48, 96,
and 108] along with their vibration frequencies, infrared spectra etc. The more detailed report is
presented in Chapter-7.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical and Computational Methodology
2.1

Introduction
The beauty of quantum mechanics is retained in the mathematical function termed as

wave function that can describe the quantum state completely. Wave function contains all the
information about a given system, thus the main goal is to get the appropriate wave function of
that system. After getting it, one can operate on it with the corresponding operators to calculate
various quantities of interest. All those can be achieved only after we get the appropriate wave
function. Thus we need to solve the Schrodinger equation to get it but the Schrodinger equation
is not solvable and straightforward except for some simple systems like hydrogen atom, a simple
2D square potential problem etc. For complex many body problems, we need to adopt the
approximation methods. The density functional method is one of them to search for the
approximate solution of the many body problems more efficiently and accurately. Before
presenting the details of density functional theory it is better to have some discussion on some
important approximation.

2.1.1

Born Oppenheimer Approximation
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation assumes that the motion of electrons and atomic

nucleus can be treated separately which makes it possible to separate the total wave function of
the system into electronic and nuclear components. Mathematically
Ψ!"!#$ = 𝜓!"!#!"#$%& 𝜓!"#$%&'
Since ions are moving slowly as compared to the electrons and the kinetic energy of electrons is
much higher as compared with ions thus ions can be treated as classical particles moving in the
potential created by the electrons and other nuclei. This approximation allows separating the
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Schrodinger equation into electronic and nuclear parts.

Within the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation the Hamiltonian for the electronic system can be written as
𝐻=−

ℏ!
! !!

!

∇!𝒓! +

! 𝑉!"#(𝒓𝒊 )

+

!!
!

!
!"(!!!) 𝒓 !!
𝒊
!

.

Even with this approximation the solution of the Schrodinger equation is not easy and
straightforward due to the nature of electrons. This approximation does not include the effect due
to the Pauli’s exclusion principle, in which two electrons with parallel spin interact though their
charge and spin. Furthermore if same spin electrons change their position the wave function
changes the sign, which is also termed as exchange property. [61] In addition there is correlation
interaction in which each electron’s motion is affected by the other electrons present in the
system.

2.1.2 Hartree and Hartree Fock Methods
The Hartree approximation is the simplest approach in which total wave function of the system is
written as product of single electron’s wavefunction. [62]
Ψ ! 𝑟!

= ϕ! 𝑟! ϕ! 𝑟! … … … ϕ! 𝑟! .

The treatment of the electronic problem in Hartree method is not appropriate due to improper
description of the electronic problems such as indistinguishability between electrons, lack of
inclusion of Pauli’s exclusion principle. The fermionic description of the electronic problem is
addressed with antisymmetric nature of wave function in Hatree-Fock approximation. The
Hartree-Fock method is used to find the wave function and total energy of a system consisting of
many particles in a stationary state. In this method the exact wave function of N-body interacting
particles system can be approximated using single Slater determinant. [63] The total wave function
(Hartree-Fock wave fuction) of the system can be found using N-coupled equations obtained
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after applying the variational method, from which one can find the total energy of the system.
Each electron feels the presence of the other electrons through the effective potential.

Ψ !" 𝑥! 𝑥! … … . . 𝑥!

ϕ! 1
ϕ! 2
…
1
=
…
𝑁! …
…
ϕ! 𝑁

𝜙! 1 … … … 𝜙! (1)
𝜙! 2 … … … 𝜙! (2)
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
𝜙! 𝑁 … … … 𝜙! (𝑁)

where N is the total number of electrons. ϕ! 𝑗 represents ith one-electron spin orbital with
generalized coordinate j (i.e. the spatial and spin coordinates of electron j). The wave function
due to the above determinant changes the sign by changing the coordinates as required by the
Pauli’s exclusion principle.

2.2

Density Functional Theory
DFT is the computational quantum mechanical method used to explore the electronic

structure of the atoms, molecules, clusters, solids to nuclei and quantum fluids. This theory is
popular among the computational chemists, physicists, and material scientists due to low cost of
computation when compared with traditional methods (i.e. Hartree-Fock theory, Configuration
interaction, Coupled cluster, Quadratic configuration interaction, Quantum chemistry composite
methods etc.) and is considered to be accurate in the quantitative aspects. It is successfully
employed to report various properties like molecular structure, ionization potential, electron
affinity, atomization energies, absorption spectra, vibrational frequencies, electric and magnetic
properties. The fundamental aspect of DFT is that the properties of a system with many
interacting bodies are functional of electron density, which again depend on spatial variables and
thus name derived as density functional. In short DFT along with Kohn Sham approach makes it
possible to the development of independent particles approaches which able to incorporate the
13

effects of interactions and corrections among the particles, thus leading to report the properties of
interacting system more closely and accurately.

2.2.1 Fundamental Basis of DFT
DFT is deeply rooted to the fundamental conceptual framework of two Hohenberg-Kohn
theorems and Kohn-Sham equations. In quantum mechanics the primary goal is to find complexvalued probability amplitude i.e. wave function, which contains all the information of a system.
The solution of the Schrodinger equation can report the appropriate wave function of the system,
which consists of interacting nucleus, core and valance electrons. But it is only possible to solve
the Schrodinger equation of the simple hydrogen like system and the complication added due to
the mathematical constraint along with interacting electrons. Thus the primary goal in quantum
mechanics is to get the wave function. After getting it, the average values of observables can be
calculated using the expectation values of the corresponding operators and thus it is possible to
explore the system along with its properties. By solving the Schrodinger equation, it is possible
to probe the dynamics of state function (wave function) evolving in time.
Now, the Schrodinger equation for single electron, which is acted upon the external potential
𝑣(𝒓) (that is an attractive potential due to the nucleus) takes the form of
𝐻Ψ(𝐫) = 𝐸Ψ(𝐫)
−ℏ! !
∇ + 𝑣 𝒓 Ψ(𝒓) = 𝐸Ψ(𝒓)
2𝑚
where E is the energy eigenvalue, which can be obtained by operating the energy operator on the
state function and m is the mass of the electron. For a system of N interacting electrons
Schrodinger equation becomes
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!
!

ℏ!

− !! ∇! ! + 𝑣 𝒓𝒊

+

!!! 𝑈

𝒓𝒊 , 𝒓𝒋

𝜓 𝒓𝟏 𝒓𝟐 … . . 𝒓𝑵 = 𝐸𝜓 𝒓𝟏 𝒓𝟐 … . . 𝒓𝑵 in which

1st term denotes the kinetic energy (𝑇) and remaining two are the potential energy terms. This is
a 3N dimensional differential equation and due to the presence of nonlocal electron-electron
interaction 𝑈 =

!!! 𝑈(𝒓𝒊, , 𝒓𝒋 )

=

!!
!!! 𝒓 !𝒓
𝒊
𝒋

makes its solution more complicated. In such a

situation the wave function must be approximated.
DFT provides the feasible way to solve the Schrodinger equation for the complex
systems with many body problems even though there are other methods like diagrammatic
perturbation theory, configuration interaction (CI) also reported in the literature but they are not
efficient for the complex systems. DFT clearly tells us that a non-relativistic coulomb system can
be differentiated from others only from potential term v(r) due to the interaction of electrons and
pave a way to deal with the universal operators T̂ and Û .
Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems
DFT is based on the two fundamental theorems of Hohenberg-Kohn, [64] [65]

The 1st theorem can be stated as the ground state density of a system of interacting particles that
can be uniquely determined by the external potential.
Thus there is a one-to-one mapping between the ground state density and the external potential.
This statement is insufficient to trace out the path to choose the true ground state density n(r)
hence 2nd H-K theorem has been formulated,

2nd theorem states that total ground state energy of N-electrons system is a functional of ground
state electron density.
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From this statement it can be inferred that the true ground state electron density will be
the one, which minimizes the total ground state energy. From H-K theorem the energy functional
can be written as a function of single electron density and the expression for the energy
functional is given by
𝐸 𝑛 =𝑇 𝑛 +𝑉 𝑛 +𝑈 𝑛 .
In above expression 1st, 2nd and 3rd terms are respectively kinetic energy, potential energy
due to coulomb interaction between electrons and nucleus, and potential energy due to electronelectron interaction. Even the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems provide a way to solve the many-body
Hamiltonian but in real practice it encounters the problem owing to some of the terms that cannot
be expressed as a functional of density.
Kohn-Sham Simplification
Kohn-Sham formulation further simplified the problem in which the system is modeled in
such a way that the interacting electrons system is replaced by non-interacting fictitious particle
system such that each particle experiences an average potential due to all the other electrons.
This leads to the independent particle equations for non-interacting system. In addition, all the
interactions like correlation between the particles and exchange interaction due to quantum effect
are included in the exchange correlation functional, which is also a functional of density. By
solving the equations, it is possible to find the ground state density and energy of the interacting
system in which the accuracy relies on the approximation that has been made during the
formulation of the exchange correlation functional. In this formulation the energy functional is
expressed in terms of orbitals called Kohn-Sham orbitals, which is used to find the kinetic energy
and density of the electrons.
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𝒓 − 𝒓!

+ 𝐸!"#!!"#
In this expression the terms from the left are kinetic energy, potential due to coulomb
interaction between electrons and nucleus, potential due to coulomb interaction between
electrons, exchange-correlation energy and the last term is due to coulomb interaction between
the nuclei. The term 𝐸!" [𝑛] covers all the effects that are not included in the first three terms.
Minimizing the aforementioned expression of energy functional of density leads to form the set
of equation known as Kohn-Sham equations, which are indicated by
ℏ!

− !! ∇! + 𝑉 𝒓 + 𝑉! 𝒓 + 𝑉!! 𝒓 𝜓! 𝒓 = 𝜀! 𝜓! (𝒓), in which the potential term V(r) is due
to the interaction between electron and nuclei. The Hartee potential is symbolized by
𝑉! 𝒓 = 𝑒 !

!(𝒓! )
𝒓!𝒓!

𝑑 ! 𝒓! .

This is the interaction of an electron with total electron density due to which the interaction of an
electron with itself is also included which does not have any physical meaning, so it is necessary
to include the correction term together with correlation between electrons in VXC which can be
defined as 𝑉!" 𝒓 =

!!!" 𝒓 .
!"(𝒓)

.

From this point it is possible to define the trial electron density, which will help to
formulate the Hartree potential. By knowing the Hartree potential it is possible to solve the
Kohn-Sham equations ended with the single electron wave function. Electron density can be
calculated by using 𝑛 𝒓 = 2

∗
! 𝜓!

𝒓 𝜓! (𝒓), which can be compared with the trial electron

density. If they match then the problem is solved. If not, then it is necessary to redefine the
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density again unless they coincide within the limit of expected accuracy. After the results
coincide then that density will be ground state electron density of the system.

2.3

Exchange and Correlation Functional
Though the DFT in principle is exact, it requires the use of approximations, which can be

due to Born-Oppenheimer approximation and some are because the exact form of the functional
are not known. One of them is due to the lack of exact form of exchange-correlation energy. So
there exist different approximations: local density approximation, generalized gradient
approximations, hybrid approximations, which helps to approximate the functional within the
Kohn-Sham approach. Though we have used the Generalized Gradient Approximation in DFT
calculations in NRLMOL code, it is worthwhile to start with LDA then move on to the GGA
functional.
Local density approximation (LDA)
LDA are the approximations to the exchange-correlation energy functional in density
functional theory and depend on the electron density at each point in space. From this
approximation the exchange-correlation energy per electron at point r is equal to the exchangecorrelation energy of the homogeneous electron gas that has the same density as the electron gas
at that point
!!"!
ε!" 𝑟 = 𝜀!"
𝜌 𝒓

𝐸!" 𝜌 𝒓

=

𝜀!" 𝒓 𝜌 𝒓 𝑑𝒓

where 𝜌 and 𝜀!" is the electronic density and exchange-correlation energy per particle of a
homogeneous electron gas of charge density 𝜌. Here all the nonlocal dependencies of the energy
functional are neglected and thus best represent for the systems, which are close to the
homogeneous gas in terms of electron density variation i.e. metallic, ionic, strongly bonded
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covalent etc. Due to inaccurate binding LDA underestimates the bond length and band gaps in
solid. [64]
Generalized Gradient Approximation
LDA assumes that the electronic density is same through out the space but in real system,
which is not true thus to account for the non-homogeneity of the true electron density the
improvement over LDA was proposed in which exchange-correlation energy is no more only the
functional of local density but also the functional of gradient and higher derivatives of electron
density and these expansions are referred to as the generalized gradient approximations (GGA),
which is proposed by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE). [64] [66]
𝐸!" 𝝆 =

𝜌 𝒓 𝜀!" 𝜌 𝒓 𝐹!" 𝜌 𝒓 , Δ𝜌 𝒓 , Δ! 𝜌 𝒓 , … … … 𝑑𝒓

where 𝐹!" is the dimension less enhanced term included the modification over LDA in
order to include the variation of density around r. The GGA can better report the binding
energies, atomic energy, bond lengths and bond angles over LDA.
2.3

Executable Used in this Study

2.1.1

NRLMOL
NRLMOL, the Naval Research Laboratory Molecular Orbital Library is a massively

parallel code employed to report the electronic structure calculations on atoms, molecules and
clusters etc. The code is based on Kohn-Sham formulation of density functional theory in which
the electronic orbitals and eigenstates were determined using a linear combination of Gaussian
atomic type molecular orbital (LCGTO) approach. This code is useful to report harmonic
vibrational frequencies, infra-red spectra, Raman spectra, polarizability, density of staes, joint
density of states, vibrational polarizability and also convenient for full or partial structure
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optimization etc. [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] NRLMOL is principally developed by Mark Pederson and
collaborators.

2.3.2

Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Program (VASP)
VASP is employed to perform the ab-initio quantum mechanical simulations [71] [72] and

uses the pseudo potentials or project-augmented wave (PAW) method [73] [74] and a plane wave
basis set [75]. The VASP code uses periodic boundary conditions and therefore is suitable for
studying extended periodic systems. The VASP code is based on the density functional theory.
The code requires some of the input files such as INCAR, POSCAR, POTCAR and KPOINTS,
in which mainly direction of the calculations, position of the atoms, pseudo-potential for the
atomic species used in the calculations, k points coordinates, mesh size to create the k-point grid
etc. are provided. The successful completion of calculation results to form some output files such
as: OUTCAR, CHGCAR, CONTCAR, EIGENVAL, DOSCAR files etc.

2.3.3

Molecular Orbital Package (MOPAC2009)
MOPAC is a software package with powerful semi-empirical quantum chemistry

program based on NDDO

[76]

approximation first introduced by John Pople, in which NDDO

stands for neglect of diatomic differential overlap. In this formalism, the overlap matrix is
replaced by unit matrix and one and two centered integrals are either evaluated approximately or
parameterized based on available experimental data. Mostly greater than two centered integrals
are neglected due to which semi-empirical methods are fast and can be applicable for the large
systems without compromising on the accuracy if applied to those molecules that are similar to
the molecules used in parametrization. Even within the NDDO formalism different models were
proposed based on the type of approximations and parametrization employed such as: Modified
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Neglect of Diatomic Overlap (MNDO)

[77]

, Austin Model 1(AM1)

[78]

, Parametric method 3

(PM3) [79], Parametization method 6 (PM6) [80] etc.

2.3

Computational Approach
The search for the most stable isomer of an endohedral fullerene is challenging due to

large number of possible isomers. The host C68 fullerene cage alone has 6332 isomers and the
number of isomers increases significantly as moving to the larger fullerene cages. The
orientation of encapsulated cluster inside the fullerene cage further enriches the configuration
space for the search of the most stable isomers. Since the V atoms are found to be in the +3 state
in the VSc2N@C80 fullerene [50], the number of electrons transferred from the encapsulated cluster
to the outer cage is same as that for the Sc3N cluster. To identify the lowest energy isomer of
VxSc3-xN@C2n(x=1-3, 2n=68,70,76,78,80,82), we used a systematic approach. First, all fullerene
cage isomers for a given size were generated using fullgen algorithm [81] [82] and optimized using
fullprod code developed in our lab in combination with MOPAC2009

[83]

. It has been known

from previous studies that the stability of the metal nitride endohedral fullerene is primarily due
to the charge transfer from the encapsulated unit to the fullerene moiety. We thus optimized all
isomers of C68 fullerenes in −2, -4 and−6 charge states and rest of others larger fullerenes in the 6 charge state. The lowest 300 isomers from each charge states in C68 and -6 charge state for
other fullerenes were chosen for further calculations. Using these isomers we constructed the
starting geometries of VSc2N@C68 endohedral fullerenes using the Cindy auxillary code
developed in our laboratory. The VSc2N unit is planar and was rotated about x-, y- and z- axis to
generate 3 conformers for each of the parent cages. All isomers of endohedral fullerenes thus
generated were again optimized at the PM6 level

[83]

in which it was found that the order of

lowest seven isomers in different charge states of C68 is same hence the lowest 10 energetically
distinct isomers of VSc2N@C68 followed from hex-anionic series were chosen further
optimization at the DFT level. We did same calculation for other large fullerenes C70, C76, C78
and C80 for which we optimized all the possible isomers at PM6 level in hex-anionic state then
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lowest 300 isomers were chosen to generate three conformers from each isomers by rotating
separately optimized VSc2N unit along x-, y- and z orientations, which resulted the 900 different
structures. Those structures again optimized at PM6 level in neutral state. Again the lowest 10
structures at PM6 level are chosen for DFT calculation. All the DFT calculations reported here
are carried out at the all-electron level using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation
functional [84]. We have used the NRLMOL code for the optimization and the calculation of the
electronic structure. [68] [69] [67] [70] [66] We have used the default NRLMOL basis set that uses 12, 13,
20 and 19 bare Gaussians for each C, N, V and Sc atoms respectively.
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Chapter 3: Electronic Structure Calculation of Vanadium, Scandium Based
Endohedral Fullerenes VSc2N@C2n(2n=70,76,78,80)
Introduction
The carbon cages in the endohedral fullerenes serve as a robust container to
accommodate some units like atoms, molecules and clusters. Just after the discovery of
Buckminsterfullerene C60 in 1985 by Smalley et al., the endohedral fullerene La@C60 was
synthesized for the first time in the same year. [85] The attention on endohedral fullerenes grew
after its macroscopic production by Huffman and his group in 1990. [86] Still, the production of
endohedral fullerenes was low and was about only 1% of the total production of empty cages of
fullerenes. Harry Dorn et al. in 1999 successfully synthesized tri-scandium nitride cluster
fullerene Sc3N@C80 using N2 gas environment in the Kratschmer Huffman arc generator, which
greatly enhances the yield of endohedral fullerenes. [87] The higher kinetic stability obtained from
the opening of gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) makes this nitride cluster fullerene (NCF) as the most
abundant fullerene after C60 and C70. Subsequently, other synthesis methods for the endohedral
fullerenes were reported, which produced the endohedral fullerenes in macroscopic amounts. [88]
[89] [90] [91] [92]

Attractive properties like large surface area, high electron accepting capacity and

empty space to accommodate the atoms, molecules and cluster for potential use in different
applications such as medicine, electronics etc. make the fullerenes and endohedral fullerenes one
of the active areas of research. [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100]
The stability of fullerenes is driven by the isolated pentagon rule (IPR). This rule is
strictly followed by the empty cage fullerenes, and it grants the stability to only those fullerenes
in which all the pentagonal sides are shared by hexagons. It has been pointed out that it is not
possible for the C20-C58, C62-C68 cages to satisfy the isolated pentagon rule. These carbon cages
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have high strain, and as a result, are unstable and difficult to isolate. In the endohedral form,
however, the complexation releases large strain energy, which leads to formation of stable
structures. Before 2000, it was believed that only IPR fullerenes can be realized, but after the
isolation of non-IPR Sc2@C66(4348) and Sc3N@C68(6140) structures, a number of non IPR
endohedral fullerenes were reported. [101] [102] An elucidation on stabilization of the endohedral
fullerenes is reported by Park et al. in which they proposed that there is change in aromaticity of
the pentalene (two fused pentagons) system moving from neutral to charged state using negative
nucleus independent chemical shift (NICS) near the ring center. [103] Thus gain in aromaticity, due
to charge transfer from endohedral moiety to the cage, enhances the stability of the whole
complex.
Recently, Wei et al. were successful in substituting scandium atom in Sc3N@C80 with
vanadium.

[104]

This work is the first report of encapsulation of group-VB transition metal in

fullerene. To synthesize vanadium-containing endohedral fullerene, they used DC- arc discharge
technique with a mixture of Sc2O3, VC (or V2O5), graphite and 5% N2. Using X-ray
crystallography, resultant molecular structures of VxSc3−xN@(Ih)C80 (x=1,2) were determined to
be Ih-C80 cage containing planar VSc2N and V2ScN clusters. The resultant structures were further
characterized by UV-vis-NIR and ESR spectroscopies. Using these characterizations and
electrochemical studies, they found that the electronic and magnetic properties of
VxSc3−xN@(Ih)C80 (x=1,2) fullerenes can be tuned by changing the number of V atoms. The
vanadium ion can exist in different charge states from +2 to +5 and its ionic radius ranges from
0.46 °A for +5 to 0.79 °A for +2 charge states. The V atoms are found to be in the +3 charge
state with two unpaired d electrons located on each V ion in VSc2N@C80 and V2ScN@C80. [104] In
our recent study, we examined the possibility of encapsulation of the VSc2N unit inside the C68
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fullerenes. Very elaborate search for the most stable structure showed that the isomer 6079 to be
the most stable candidate having significant chemical stability among all the 6332 isomers of C68.
[105]

The vanadium doped fullerenes have spin magnetic moment but the spin-orbit coupling is

found to be weak. [105] Most important finding of this study was the different isomer as the most
stable structure of VSc2N@C68 than the one for the Sc3N@C68 fullerene. This observation
motivated us to computationally explore the possibility of forming similar endohedral fullerenes
with other host fullerene cages such as C70, C76, C78, and also C80. We computationally studied the
properties of those fullerenes with VSc2N endohedral unit at the density functional level. Using
the procedure outlined recently, [105] we performed a large scale search that involves thousands of
optimizations to identify the most favorable isomers of VSc2N@C70, VSc2N@C76, VSc2N@C78,
and VSc2N@C80. Subsequently, detailed density functional calculations using large basis sets are
performed to obtain the information about the electronic and structural properties of the most
stable isomers.

Computational Method
The search for the most stable candidate becomes increasingly tedious as the number of
isomers increases rapidly with the increase in cage size. The screening of 8149, 19151, 24109,
and 31924 isomers of C70, C76, C78, and C80 fullerenes has been done in order to select the
energetically most favourable structure of endohedral fullerene. First, all the possible candidates
of fullerenes were generated using the fullgen algorithm.

[106]

One of the important aspect of

trimetallic nitride fullerenes is the charge transfer from endohedral unit to the cage which leads
to stable endohedral fullerene structures. The formal charges transferred from the endohedral
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unit to the fullerene cage in VSc2@C80 and VSc2@C68 is six electrons. Therefore, all the
candidates of fullerenes were optimized in the hexanionic state at PM6 level using the
MOPAC2009. [107] From the optimized database of hexanionic fullerenes, the lowest 300 isomers
were selected as initial parent cages for the encapsulation of VSc2N unit. The different
orientation of the endohedral unit in each cage further increases the configurational space. These
900 initial geometries were obtained by rotating the planar VSc2N unit perpendicular to the three
principal axes of inertia which we label as x-, y-, and z- axes unit in each of the 300 isomers. The
resultant endohedral fullerene geometries were again optimized using the MOPAC2009 at PM6
level. From those optimized structures, we chose some of the lowest isomers for further
optimization at DFT level. The procedure is repeated for all the C70, C76, C78, and C80 host
fullerenes.
All the calculation at density functional level reported here were done at all electron level
using PBE functional with generalized gradient approximation as implemented in UTEPNRLMOL code. [108] [109] [110] NRLMOL uses the gaussian functions as the basis set which has 35
basis functions for the carbon atoms. [111] The partial charges were obtained using the density
derived electrostatic and chemical net atomic charges as implemented in the ChargeMol code.
[112] [113]
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Results and Discussion
VSc2N@C80

Figure 3.1: Optimized structures of VSc2N@C80 endohedral fullerenes. Carbon, Scandium,
Vanadium and Nitrogen atoms are represented by green, aqua, yellow and blue
respectively.
We first present the results of our calculations on the VSc2N@C80 fullerene and compare
them with the available experimental results in order to validate the search method adopted in
this work. The C80 based endohedral fullerenes are among the most studied ones. Particularly,
Sc3N@C80 is the most abundant endohedral fullerene, and among all fullerenes it is the third
most abundant fullerene after C60 and C70. The successful entrapment and their studies on various
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aspects of some of the clusters like: Sc3N, [87] Gd3N, [114] Dy3N, [115] Tb3N, [116] ErSc2N, [117] and
CeSc2N [118] etc. in the C80 cage have been documented in various reports. [119] The stabilization of
endohedral C80 fullerene with those clusters is mainly due to the charge transfer from the
endohedral unit to the fullerene cage. Recently, Wei et al. have synthesized V-substituted VxSc3x

N@C80 fullerenes and have performed X-ray crystallography for structural characterization. [104]

The structural characterization shows that the VSc2N@C80 has the fullerene shell of the isomer
31924, a fullerene with icosahedral symmetry. This system allows us to test our computational
procedure adopted here for search of the endohedral fullerenes. For the C80 fullerene, the
variations in the position of pentagons and hexagons results in 31924 different isomers. Out of
these only seven isomers have isolated pentagons i.e. do not have two or more adjacent
pentagons. These IPR structures are D2, D5d(31918), C2V(31920), D3, C2V(31922), D5h(31923),
and Ih(31924). The IPR isomers with D2 and D5d symmetries are isolated and characterized as
empty cages whereas the isomers 31924(Ih) and 31923(D5h) are unstable in their pristine form
due to their open shell electronic structure but the stability of these cages increases significantly
with the transfer of electrons from endohedral moiety to the cage during the formation of
endohedral fullerenes. The search procedure adopted here looks for the energetically best, that is,
the most stable isomer of VSc2N@C80 endohedral fullerene. This is done by optimization of all
the 31924 different isomers in its hexanionic at PM6 level using an inhouse code that interfaces
with MOPAC2009. [107] These optimized structures provide a database of candidate structures for
the search of endohedral fullerene. From this set of optimized isomers, three hundred lowest
energy optimized structures were chosen for further calculation in which the cages were
impregnated with a planar VSc2N endohedral unit for which three different orientations along
each mutually perpendicular orientations named as x, y, z were chosen. This step resulted in 900
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VSc2N@C80 endohedral fullerenes, which were again optimized at the same level of theory.
From these 900 optimized structures, the 10 lowest were further optimized at the DFT level as
shown in Figure-3.1. We use the labeling notation with the letters X, Y and Z followed by the
isomer number in order to distinguish the isomers according to the orientation of endohedral unit
along x-, y- and z- axes (principal axes) in the initial geometries. Both DFT and PM6
calculations find isomer 31924 is the lowest energy structure irrespective of the orientation of the
endohedral unit. The endohedral unit maintains the planar structure intact in isomer 31924 which
is the lowest structure identified from DFT calculations. The sum of angles around the central
nitrogen is 359.9 degree, which is in close agreement with 358.8 degree reported by Wei et al.
[104]

Similar planar structure of endohedral cluster Sc3N was reported in Sc3N@C80 (31924) by

Stevenson et al.

[120]

The V-N distance is 1.86 Å, which is in perfect agreement with the

experimental result. [104] The observed Sc-N distances are 2.10 Å and are longer than the V-N
distance by 0.24 Å, which may be due to the smaller ionic radius of V3+ (0.64 Å) as compared
with Sc3+ (0.75 Å). [121] The vanadium atom is oriented toward the center of a hexagon and located
at a distance of 2.24 Å from the closest carbon. Both the scandium atoms are oriented towards
the vertices shared by two hexagons and a pentagon. Similar orientation of each scandium was
observed in the experiment as well.20 [104] Both scandium atoms are located at a distance of 2.26 Å
from the closest carbons on the cage. Thus, the VSc2N unit is almost symmetrically placed at the
center of the cage. The 3d atoms are in the +3 charge state with a total magnetic moment of 2 𝜇B
for the complex.

In the spin compensated case, vanadium atom is oriented towards the center of a
hexagon, and all the six carbons on that hexagon are at a distance of 2.22 Å from vanadium, and
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the closest carbon atoms from both scandium are at a same distance of 2.25 Å. The V-N distance
decreases slightly (0.02 Å) while the Sc-N distance increases by 0.04 Å when compared with Y
isomer. The small energy difference between different conformers in which the orientation of the
endohedral unit varies, is indicative of a free rotation of VSc2N within the cage. On the other
hand, restricted free rotation was noted in case TiSc2N@C80 (Ih) and Born-Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics simulations showed that the dynamics of TiSc2N cluster can be described as
restricted free rotation around Ti-N axis.

[122]

The HOMO-LUMO gap in isomer 31924 (with

different orientations) is about 0.41 eV. This is much smaller than the HOMO-LUMO gap of
1.44 eV for the homogeneous NCFs Sc3N@C80 at the PBE level of calculation. [123] The presence
of the vanadium atom introduces d-states near the Fermi level and thereby reduces the gap when
compared with Sc3N@C80. A plot of the the HOMO and LUMO isodensity surface shows that
these orbitals are mostly located on the vanadium atom.
Among the DFT optimized structures of VSc2N@C80, only two isomers 31920 and 31924
have magnetic moment of 2 𝜇B, which is due to the transfer of 3 electrons to the cage and having
formal +3 charge state with two unpaired electrons in the vanadium d orbital. The paramagnetic
behavior of VSc2N@C80 was also confirmed in the experiment by Wei et al. using ESR and
NMR signals. [104]
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Table 3.1. Ten lowest energy isomers of VSc2N@C80 fullerenes, energies relative to the most
stable structure in respective levels of theory and HOMO LUMO (H_L) gaps are
also presented. All the reported energies are in eV.
VSc2N@
C80(X-31920)

DFT
Energy
2.90

PM6
Energy
1.43

H_L
(DFT)
0.14

C80(X-31922)

2.00

1.06

0.10

C80(Y-31876)

2.46

1.35

0.61

C80(Y-31891)

2.34

1.52

0.17

C80(Y-31922)

1.59

0.62

0.47

C80(Y-31923)

1.22

0.88

0.33

C80(Y-31924)

0.00

0.02

0.41

C80(Z-31911)

2.84

1.33

0.58

C80(Z-31923)

0.76

0.63

0.22

C80(Z-31924)

0.00

0

0.38

C80(X-31924)

0.00

0.02

0.41
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gap

Figure 3.2: The molecular orbital plot for most probable cages for VSc2N@C70 (7854),
VSc2N@C76 (19151), VSc2N@C78 (24109) and VSc2N@C80 (31924). HOMO-1,
HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 from left to right.

We have also plotted a few molecular orbitals for the lowest energy structure of
VSc2N@C80. These are shown in the bottom row in Figure-3.2. Among the four frontier orbitals,
HOMO and HOMO-1 levels are mostly smeared on the vanadium and some of the carbon atoms.
The four lobes around the vanadium indicates the most prominent contribution is due to the d
orbital. The magnetic moment is mostly due to the higher number of majority unpaired electrons
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in the vanadium d orbital and partly by carbon p orbitals as shown in Figure-3.3. The first two
removals of electron (ionizations) would mostly occur from the vanadium d orbital. Likewise,
the contribution due to vanadium d orbital is dominant for the LUMO and LUMO+1 levels. Thus
addition of an extra electron would be primarily on the vanadium atom (d orbital). The scandium
atoms have small contribution to the LUMO level which further diminishes in LUMO+1 level as
shown in Figure-3.2. The density of states is plotted in Figure-S1. The above observation of the
HOMO and LUMO plots is also seen in the DOS which shows the contributions from the
vanadium d orbital and carbons p orbitals to these levels. Similar behavior was reported for the
TiSc2N@C80 fullerene endohedral unit by Popov et al. where both the oxidation and reduction
mainly occurs from the endohedral unit; it was reported to be the first endohedral fullerene to be
electrochemically active in both reduction and oxidation. [122] Furthermore, Popov et al. reported
that the localization of an unpaired electron occurs mainly on the Ti atom.

[122]

This is quite

similar to our result in which we found the localization of unpaired electrons on the vanadium
atom using density of states plot as shown in Figure-3.3. (Note: electronic configuration of
vanadium only differ by one more electron in d orbital with that of titanium).
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Figure 3.S1: Majority and minority spin density of states plot for the VSc2N@C80 (31924). The
blue, green, and black curves indicate contribution due to s, p, d, and total states
respectively. The red vertical line is the fermi level.
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VSc2N@C70

Figure 3.3: Optimized structures of VSc2N@C70 endohedral fullerenes. C, Sc, V and N atoms
are represented by green, aqua, yellow and blue respectively.

There are 8149 different isomers of the C70 fullerene, among which only the isomer 8149
with D5h symmetry follows the isolated pentagon rule. We optimized all 8149 structures which
consists of 2-D5h, 5-C3ν, 14-C2ν, 8-C3, 300-C2, 186-Cs, and 7634 isomers of C1 symmetry [124] [125] in
the hexanionic state at PM6 level using MOPAC 2009. Popov et al. carried out the similar
calculations on hexanionic state of the C70 but using AM1 level of theory. [126] Out of the ten
lowest isomers reported by them, eight of them agree with our lowest C70-6 isomers. From the
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optimized structures, 300 energetically most favorable cages within an energy window of 2.4 eV
were chosen for further calculations. Three different orientations of the planar VSc2N unit were
chosen so that the unit lies perpendicular to the three principal axes of inertia which we label as
x-, y-, and z-axes. The rotation of the endohedral unit led to 900 initial geometries of endohedral
fullerenes VSc2N@C70. They were again optimized at the same level of theory. Subsequently, ten
most promising isomers within an energy window of 0.33 eV were selected and optimized using
the NRLMOL code at the DFT level. The optimized structures are shown in Figure-3.4. Among
the competing structures, the isomers Y-7852 and Y-7854 are the most probable candidate at
PM6 and DFT level of theory respectively. All the isomer numbers are as according to Fowler’s
table. [125] The same parent cage 7854 with C2v symmetry is proclaimed to encapsulate the widely
studied Sc3N unit and its successful entrapment in C70 was reported by Shangfeng et al. in 2007.
They synthesized the Sc3N@C70 using reactive gas atmosphere method and claimed the yield of
the product of above 99% purity level using two-step HPLC. [127] There are three pairs of fused
pentagons (pentalene) in isomer 7854 in which we observed that all three metal atoms orientated
towards the pentalenes (fused pentagons). Similar proximity of metal atoms with fused
pentagons in Sc3N@C70(7854) was also mentioned by Ceron et al. [128] The bond lengths of Sc-N
and V-N are 2.17 Å and 1.84 Å respectively where significant stretching of Sc-N bond was
observed as compared with respective bond distances in the separately optimized planar VSc2N
cluster, which may be due to Coulomb attraction between the positively charged ions and
negatively charged cage. The reported Sc-N bond distances on Sc3N@C70(7854) by Yang et al.
[129]

were significantly lower as compared with our calculated Sc-N bond distances on

VSc2N@C70(7854). The planar structure of VSc2N endohedral unit remains intact inside the cage
where the longer Sc-N bonds are somewhat along the axis of the oval C70 cage and the shorter V-
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N bond is almost perpendicular to it. The closest carbon atoms are at 2.33 Å from both the
scandiums, while the closest carbon is at 2.12 Å from the vanadium. The VSc2N is located on
one side of the cage and the proximity of the V to the carbon wall distorts the overall shape of
the C70 cage. The isomer with VSc2N perpendicular to the molecular axis shows distortion of the
VSc2N from a planar structure which causes the energy penalty of 0.70 eV due to the dominating
steric strain over stabilization gain due to the charge transfer. We find that the VSc2N@C70 has
two nearly degenerate spin states with spins S=0 and and S=1. The energy difference between
the two states is only 0.02 eV at the PBE level. The charge states of the transition metal atoms
remain same in both the isomers although the N-Sc bonds are slightly shorter by 0.08 Å and N-V
bonds are longer by 0.08 Å. In the S=1 state, the vanadium has two unpaired d electrons, which
results in the magnetic moment of 2𝜇B. In the singlet state, the vanadium d electrons are paired
resulting in a singlet state. The overall symmetry of the C70 fullerene is lost upon encapsulation
and no significant structural change was noted between the two spin states. The densities of
states of the two spin isomers are shown in Figure-S3. The lowest two panels show the total and
the projected DOS on V ion for the S=0 isomer and the upper four panels show the spin majority
and minority total DOS and the projected DOS on V. In the S=0 isomer, the HOMO-LUMO gap
is wider (0.45 eV) compared with the S=1 state (0.29 eV) with the V occupied d states lying
below the Fermi level in both the isomers. The carbon states near the Fermi level, which are
noticeable in the total DOS, remain similar in both the isomers. Thus the HOMO in both the
isomers has major contributions from the V d states, but in one isomer they are paired. The
VSc2N unit is not a stable molecule and tends to break apart in isolation. The confinement effect
of the cage is required for it to form. In C70, the cage volume is smaller compared to the C80 cage
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resulting in larger interaction between the endohedral unit and the cage. Slight changes in the
structure of the complex are sufficient to change the d states of the endohedral unit.

The calculated HOMO-LUMO gap in the lowest energy isomer Y-7854 is 0.46 eV. Yang
et al. reported HOMO-LUMO gap of 1.29 eV in the Sc3N@C70 (7854)

[127]

and Zheng et al.

reported the gap of 1.71 eV for the Sc2@C70 (7854) at PBE1PBE/6-31g* level of theory. [130] The
HOMO-LUMO gap in the ten most stable structures ranges from 0.17 eV to 0.47 eV as shown in
Table-3.2.
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Table 3.2: Ten lowest energy isomers of VSc2N@C70 fullerenes, energy relative to the most
stable structure in respective levels of theory, and the HOMO-LUMO gaps are
presented. All the reported energies are in the eV.

VSc2N@

DFT

PM6

H_L gap

C70(X-7850)

1.09

0.33

0.32

C70(Y-7846)

1.20

0.19

0.25

C70(Y-7850)

0.93

0.23

0.38

C70(Y-7851)

0.98

0.27

0.36

C70(Y-7852)

0.40

0

0.30

C70(Y-7854)

0

0.09

0.46

C70(Y-7886)

0.82

0.17

0.40

C70(Y-7887)

0.92

0.26

0.36

C70(Z-7850)

1.08

0.33

0.38

C70(Z-7887)

0.92

0.26

0.36
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In S=0 VSc2N@C70, HOMO-1 is mostly localized on the vanadium with four lobes
showing the d orbital shape, and it also spreads over some of the carbon atoms. The contribution
due to Sc atoms is insignificant as shown in Figure 3.2. Again distribution of the HOMO level
looks very similar to the HOMO-1 and is mostly contributed by vanadium and few carbon atoms.
The distribution of the LUMO and LUMO+1 level looks different than that of the HOMO and
HOMO-1, and it is smeared over all the atoms in the endohedral unit and also in the some of the
carbon atoms in the cage. The density of states plot (Figure-3.S2) shows that the HOMO level is
contributed mostly by vanadium d orbital and carbon p orbital, whereas the LUMO is due to
vanadium and scandium d orbital and p orbital of nitrogen and carbon atoms as well.
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Figure 3.S2. DOS plot for VSc2N@C70
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Figure 3.S3. The DOS of two spin isomers of VSc2N@C70. The lowest two panels show the total
and the projected DOS on V ion for the S=0 isomer and the upper four panels show the spin
majority and minority total DOS and the projected DOS on V.
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VSc2N@C76

Figure 3.4: Optimized structures of VSc2N@C76 endohedral fullerenes. C, Sc, V and N atoms
are represented by green, aqua, yellow and blue respectively.

There are no reports of homogeneous metal M3N@C2n endohedral fullerenes between C70 and
C78. Encapsulation of the metal mixed nitride DySc2N in the C76 cage was reported by Yang et al.
in 2007 and the cage structure reported in this case was the non-IPR isomer 17490 with Cs
symmetry. [131] This was the first report of isolation of non-IPR C76 in the mixed metal nitride
family. Here we also searched for the most stable mixed metal (i.e. vanadium, scandium) nitride
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based C76 endohedral fullerenes through a series of calculations in which all the possible 19151
different structures were generated in a similar fashion as was done for other cages. The list of
ten lowest energy isomers that we obtained from C76-6 series are in perfect agreement with the
AM1 optimized structures by Popov et al. [126] Among all the possible isomers of C76, only two
isomers 19151-Td and 19150-D2 have IPR-satisfying structure. Three hundred energetically most
stable structures from previous step within the energy range of 2.36 eV were chosen as parent
cages. The endohedral VSc2N unit was introduced to generate 900 endohedral fullerenes using a
procedure described earlier. The resulting endohedral fullerenes optimized in neutral state at
PM6 level were found to lie within the energy range of 5.33 eV out of which the isomer X-19151
was obtained as the energetically most favorable isomer. Ten most probable isomers of
endohedral fullerenes from PM6 level within the window of 0.64 eV were selected for further
calculations and optimized at DFT level, which also showed the same isomer X-19151 as the
most probable candidate. Here in X-19151 isomer, the endohedral unit shows slight deviation
from a planar structure with sum of the angles of metallic atoms around central nitrogen being
356.6 degree. The V-N and Sc-N bond distances are 1.86 Å and 2.13 Å respectively, but those
distances were 1.89 Å and 1.88 Å respectively in the separately optimized planar VSc2N unit. In
the isomer 19151 with Td symmetry, there are four regions in which a hexagon is shared equally
by three pentagons and three hexagons, and higher strain is observed in those regions due to
higher concentration of the pentagons whereas other hexagons are shared by lower number of
pentagons. From further structural analysis, it was observed that metal atoms are pointed towards
those hexagons that are shared by three pentagons. The distance between the closest carbon from
both Sc atoms are 2.28 Å, while vanadium is closer to the cage by 0.13 Å as compared to Sc-C
distance. The successful entrapment of the Sc2O unit in the same parent cage 19151 is reported
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by Yang et al. and characterized by the techniques including UV/Vis/NIR absorption, mass and
single-crystal X-ray diffraction. [132] An earlier DFT calculation by Zhao et al. on Sc2S@C76 also
found the same isomer 19151 to be the lowest energy structure. [133] We have also included the
isomer 17490, which is reported to encapsulate mixed metal nitride. [131] It is 0.45eV higher in
energy than the lowest structure at our DFT level of calculation.
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Table 3.3: Ten lowest energy isomers of VSc2N@C76 fullerenes, energy relative to the most
stable structure in respective levels of theory, and the HOMO-LUMO gaps are
presented. All the reported energies and HOMO-LUMO gaps are in the eV.

VSc2N@

DFT energy (eV)

PM6 energy (eV)

H_L gap

C76(X-17459)

1.17

0.58

0.26

C76(X-17464)

1.59

0.45

0.61

C76(X-17491)

1.59

0.31

0.61

C76(X-17492)

1.52

0.4

0.43

C76(X-17495)

1.58

0.59

0.74

C76(X-17750)

1.50

0.64

0.45

C76(X-19138)

0.26

0.48

0.29

C76(X-19151)

0

0

0.27

C76(Y-17588)

1.08

0.58

0.31

C76(Z-18638)

1.12

0.55

0.60

The HOMO-LUMO gap ranges from 0.27 eV for the X-17459 to the 0.74 eV for the
isomer X-17495 as given in Table 3. For the most stable isomer X-19151 the HOMO-LUMO
gap is 0.29 eV. This value is larger than the HOMO-LUMO gaps for Sc3N@C76, YSc2N@C76,
and Y3N@C76. Yang and et al. [132] have reported the HOMO-LUMO gaps of 0.14 eV, 0.18 eV,
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and 0.10 eV in isomer 19151 for Sc3N@C76, YSc2N@C76, and Y3N@C76 respectively. Since the
lowest energy isomer VSc2N@C76(19151) has magnetic moment 0, we have further optimized it
by fixing the moment at different values of 1𝜇B, 2𝜇B, and 3𝜇B. Similar to the VSc2N@C70 cluster,
the isomer with moment 2 𝜇B is only 0.02 eV higher in energy at the PBE level. However, this
isomer has a much smaller HOMO-LUMO gap of 0.11 eV, which also shows that it will be more
chemically unstable compared to the S=0 isomer.
In VSc2N@C76, HOMO-1 and HOMO are distributed over all metal atoms in the endohedral unit
and carbon atoms throughout the whole cage, but again the most prominent contribution is by
vanadium. These distribution patterns are different than that is observed in the VSc2N@C70 in
which the contribution by scandium on HOMO and HOMO-1 is lower and only by the carbons
from half part of the cage. The LUMO and LUMO+1 level in VSc2N@C76 are primarily
localized on the metallic atoms and a few carbon atoms. These observations are also seen in the
density of states plot (Figure S4) which shows significant contribution of vanadium d orbital and
p orbital of carbon atoms to the HOMO level. The LUMO is again mostly contributed by
vanadium d orbital and carbon p orbital along with scandium d orbital as well. The contribution
of scandium on LUMO is higher than that on HOMO as shown in the orbital picture Figure 2.
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Figure 3.S4. DOS plot for VSc2N@C76
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VSc2N@C78

Figure 3.5: Optimized structures of VSc2N@C78 endohedral fullerenes. C, Sc, V and N atoms
are represented by green, aqua, yellow and blue respectively.

Since the discovery of trimetallic nitride template endohedral fullerenes,3 [87] many reports
of encapsulation of transition metals in C78 cage have appeared: Sc3N@C78,50 [134] La2@C78,51 [135]
Ti2C2@C78,

[136]

and Tm3N@C78, and Dy3N@C78 were also isolated and characterized.

[137] [115]

There are 24109 different structures possible for C78. Among them only five isomers obey IPR
rule. These are D3 (24105), C2V (24106), C2V (24107), D3h (24108), and D3h (24109).

[125]

An

extensive search for the most probable structure was performed. As mentioned earlier, we start
with the optimization of all the possible structures in the hexanionic state (isomers 24109, 22010,
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24107, 22646, and 24088 are the five most stable cages of C78-6 series ordering from the lowes to
the highest energy, the same order was reported by Le et al.) [138], from which three hundreds
most probable isomers within the window of 3.16 eV were chosen as the parent cage to
encapsulate VSc2N endohedral unit. The VSc2N unit was rotated along three different
orientations resulting in 900 isomers of endohedral fullerenes and further optimized at PM6 level
in which the energy window broadened to 7.55 eV, and the lowest ten most probable isomers
were chosen for further calculation at DFT level. Ten of the DFT optimized structures are as
shown in Figure 5. From both DFT and PM6 calculations, it was observed that the isomer Y24109 is energetically the most favorable. The same cage was proposed to encapsulate
endohedral unit Sc3N in a study by Olmstead et al., [139] and similar planar structure of Sc3N unit
within the same isomer 24109 was verified through the X-ray analysis.

[140]

The parent cage

24109 has D3h symmetry.
The endohedral VSc2N unit maintains the planar structure in which V-N and Sc-N
distances are 1.82 Å and 2.16 Å respectively. The closest carbon distances from Sc atoms and V
atom are 2.26 and 2.16 Å respectively, and those carbon vertex are shared with three surface
planes: two hexagonal and one pentagonal. The endohedral unit maintains the planar structure
and is closer to the part of cage surface that has higher concentration of pentagons. The most
stable cluster has a magnetic spin moment of 2𝜇B with other 24109 isomers of 0, 1, and 3𝜇B lying
0.48, 0.35, and 0.32 eV higher in energy respectively. For the lowest 10 isomers (Cf. Table 4) the
HOMO-LUMO gap ranges from 0.16 eV to 0.51 eV. The calculated gap for the most stable
complex (S=0) and (S=1) are 0.39 and 0.78eV respectively, which are higher than that of
VSc2N@C76(X-19151). Echegoyen et al. using DFT calculations reported the HOMO-LUMO
gap of 0.66 eV for the Ti2S@C78 on the same parent cage 24109. [138] Earlier DFT calculations by
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Campanera et al. have shown that the isolated C78 cage has a HOMO-LUMO gap of 0.60 eV
which increases to 1.24 eV when it encapsulates Sc3N cluster. Thus based on the HOMO-LUMO
gaps, the VSc2N@C78 fullerene such as Ti2S@C78 is chemically less stable than the Sc3N@C78. In
VSc2N@C78, the HOMO, HOMO-1, LUMO, and LUMO+1 levels are mostly localized on
vanadium and a few carbon atoms, and the contribution of scandium atoms increases
significantly as moving from HOMO to LUMO level as shown in Figure 2. Similar picture is
illustrated using density of states plot (Figure S5) in which significant contribution of vanadium
d orbital and carbon p orbital on HOMO and LUMO levels is observed. Also the contribution of
scandium d orbitals on LUMO level cannot be neglected.
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Table 3.4: Ten lowest energy isomers of VSc2N@C78 fullerenes, energy relative to the most
stable structure in respective levels of theory, and the HOMO-LUMO gaps are
presented. All the reported energies are in the eV.
Systems

DFT deviation

PM6

C78(X-22010)

0.52

0.60

0.51

C78(X-24099)

1.06

0.09

0.47

C78(X-24107)

1.08

0.56

0.38

C78(X-24109)

0.29

0.45

0.38

C78(Y-22010)

0.93

0.61

0.24

C78(Y-24099)

1.33

0.47

0.26

C78(Y-24107)

1.26

0.39

0.29

C78(Y-24109)

0

0

0.39

C78(Z-24099)

1.11

0.49

0.16

C78(Z-24107)

1.26

0.39

0.29
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deviation

H_L gap

Figure 3.S5. DOS plot for VSc2N@C78

Chemical Stability
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Table 3.5: Vertical ionization energy(vIP), vertical electron affinity(vEA), HOMO LUMO gap
and the quasiparticle gap for the most stable isomers. All values are reported in eV.
VSc2N@

vIP

vEA

H_L gap

QP gap

C70(Y-7854)

5.59

2.28

0.46

3.31

C76(Y-19151)

5.86

2.88

0.29

2.98

C78(X-24109)

6.14

3.14

0.39

3.02

C80(Y-31924)

6.43

3.09

0.41

3.34

The ionization potential and the electron affinity of molecules can provide information
about the chemical stability of structure and can be useful in certain applications. For example,
the C60 fullerene has high electron affinity and low reorganization energy and hence has
applications as an electron acceptor in photovoltaics. The vertical ionization energy and vertical
electron affinity for the most stable structures reported here are given in Table 5. The ionization
potential increases for the larger cage size and ranges from 5.59 eV for VSc2N@C70(X-7854) to
6.43 eV for VSc2N@C80(Y-31924). The calculated vertical electron affinities range from 2.28 eV
for VSc2N@C70 to 3.14 eV for VSc2N@C78(X-24109). The electron affinity and ionization
potential are found to be nearly same for the nearly degenerate S=1 state of VSc2N@C76 cage
with respective values of 2.90 and 5.84 eV. Jin et al. reported the similar trend of increase of
ionization potential and electron affinity with the increase in cage size in which they included
Sc3NC@C68, Sc3NC@C78 and Sc3NC@C80 endohedral fullerenes. [141] From the values of electron
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affinity and ionization potential, it can be inferred that the reported clusters have not only high
electron accepting capacity but rather they are stable against oxidation as well.
Energetic Stability
In order to check whether the encapsulation of endohedral units is thermodynamically
favourable, the binding energies were calculated using
B.E(encapsulation energy) = E(endohedral@fullerene) - E(fullerene)- E(endohedral unit). The
binding energies are 11.64 eV, 9.25 eV, 9.42 eV, and 11.91 eV for VSc2N@C70(Y-7854),
VSc2N@C76(Y-19151), VSc2N@C78(X-24109), and VSc2N@C80(Y-31924) respectively. Again
the binding energy per carbon atom in the parent cage is given by 7.59 eV, 7.64 eV, 7.65 eV, and
7.64 eV for C70, C76, C78, and C80 respectively. The lower binding energy of C70 in isomer 7854 is
more obvious due to three fused pentagons leading to the higher steric strain as compared with
other IPR satisfying structures C76 (19151), C78 (24109), and C80 (31924) in which none of the
pentagons touch each other. From reported encapsulation energies, it was observed that VSc2N
endohedral unit thermodynamically favors the C80 cage, and both the endohedral cluster VSc2N
and (C70, C76, C78, and C80) cages are better stabilized in the endohedral form.
Charge Transfer
To obtain the partial charges on atoms in the endohedral complexes, we used density derived
electrostatic and chemical charges approach. An interface using fortran code was developed
which outputs the density matrix and the converged Kohn-Sham orbital coefficients that can be
used in the ChargeMole code.
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Figure 3.6: The lowest energy structures of VSc2N@C70, VSc2N@C76, VSc2N@C78 and
VSc2N@C80 endohedral fullerenes. Dark red, pink, white, light blue and dark blue
signify the different charge carried by the atoms given by negative, less negative,
neutral, less positive and positive respectively.

By summing up all the atomic charges in endohedral unit, it can be inferred that there is
significant amount of charge transfer from endohedral cluster to the outer cage. The charge
transfer from the endohedral unit to the cages are 2.62e, 2.69e, 2.54e, and 2.63e in VSc2N@C70,
VSc2N@C76, VSc2N@C78, and VSc2N@C80 respectively. The charge distribution is not uniform
throughout the carbon on cage. In case of C70 (7854), maximum negative charge accumulation
has observed on the 3 pairs of carbon atoms shared by two pentagons forming pentalenes and all
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three metal atoms point toward the junction of fused pentagons. In the rest of the cages there are
no fused pentagons but the maximum charges are carried by those carbon atoms which are
located near to the positively charged metal ions. The charge transfer is further illustrated using
colored picture as shown in Figure 6, in which red signify the electron accumulation while blue
represents the electron deficient regions. Most of the red regions are observed on those carbon
atoms which are closer to the endohedral metallic atoms.

In Summary, we have screened 8149, 19151, 24109, and 31924 different isomers of C70, C76, C78,
and C80 fullerenes cages respectively through a series of calculation using PM6 method followed
by DFT optimizations to determine the structures of endohedral fullerenes with VSc2N as
endohedral unit. The host fullerene cages of the lowest energy structures of all the four types of
endohedral fullerenes found in our elaborate searches have previously been reported to host
different types of endohedral units. Only the VSc2N@C70 is found to have a non-IPR carbon
cage. In all the fullerenes, the V atom is in +3 charge state, but the smaller cages showed an
interesting pattern where two spin states with S=0 and S=1 are very close in energy with small
structural difference. Such nearly degenerate spin states are not seen in the larger clusters of C78
and C80. All the clusters have high ionization potential, and their electron affinities are higher
than C60 except for the VSc2N@C70 cage with an electron affinity that is 0.4 eV lower than C60.
The charge transfer from the endohedral unit ranges from 2.5 to 2.7 electron in these clusters.
These endohedral fullerenes are stable and can be useful as an electron acceptor.
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Chapter 4: Density Functional Study on V2ScN@C2n(n=35, 38, 39 and 40)
Endohedral Fullerenes
The interest on the endohedral metallofullerenes (EMF) grew intense after the synthesis
of La@C60 in the very first year of discovery of C60 in 1985. [142] Since then many reports of
synthesis of EMF were documented as monometallofullerenes, dimetallofullerenes, trimetallofullerenes, metal nitride cluster-fullerenes (MNCF) etc., which make EMF class as the most
abundant after bare cages fullerenes C60 and C70. [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] Metal
based endohedral clusters are known to transfer the electrons to the cage and endohedral
fullerenes better represented by the salt like ionic structure as (metal-based clusters)+x(fullerenes)x [154]

.

Among metal-based endohedral fullerenes, trimetallo-fullerenes are less likely to form, in
which Coulombic repulsion between the positive metal ions inside the cage plays important role
to destabilize the system. However, there are some studies that report the formation of trimetallic
endohedral fullerenes Er3C74, [148] Tb3C80, [146] Y3C80 [147] and Dy3C98 [149] but still there is a debate
regarding the formation of trimetallo-fullerenes or carbide cluster fullerenes due to lack of
experimental evidence. The inclusion of trimetallic clusters along with nitrogen greatly enhances
the yield of endohedral fullerenes in which negatively charged nitrogen helps to reduce the
Coulomb repulsion between metal ions leading to form the highly stable nitride cluster fullerenes
(NCF) which has become the most widely studied group among the EMF family. Many reports
were documented as the formation of homogeneous metal nitride cluster fullerenes (Sc, Gd, Tb,
Dy, Tm, Lu etc.) [150] [155] [156] [157]. The NCFs family further populated along with the formation of
mixed metal nitride clusters such as: TiSc2N, [158] YSc2N [159], CeSc2N [160], NdSc2N, [161] DySc2N
[161]

etc. The scandium plays important role in the formation of NCFs either in the form of tri-

scandium or scandium mixed-metal nitride fullerenes. The encapsulation of the homogeneous
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metal nitride cluster in NCFs with the cages smaller than C80 are very rare and most of the
studies were done on mixed scandium metal nitride fullerenes such as Lu2ScN@C68,
DySc2N@C68, DySc2N@C76 etc. [162] [163] Wei et al. reported similar inhomogeneous NCFs using
scandium and vanadium for the first time.

[50]

They synthesized NCFs using modified

Kratschmer-Huffman Dc-arc discharge method with 5% N2, VC (or V2O5), Sc2O3 and graphite.
With three-step HPLC technique, they claimed the isolation of two NCFs as VSc2N@C80 and
V2ScN@C80 in which they assign the cage structure to the isomer Ih(7)/31924 with icosahedral
symmetry from the X-ray crystallography.
The study of vanadium based nitride cluster fullerenes are important not only because it
is a new member in the NCFs family but also because it is a member along with titanium of the
non lanthanide paramagnetic NCFs family that has been isolated to the date. [50] [164] In this chapter
we present our studies on the V2ScN cluster as the endohedral unit inside the same series of
fullerenes, namely, C70, C76, C78 and C80 . The screening of all the possible 8149, 19151, 24109
and 31924 cages of C70, C76, C78 and C80, respectively, were done through a series of calculations
similar to those described in the previous chapter. These calculations led to the identification of
the best isomers of V2ScN encapsulating C70, C76, C78, and C80 fullerenes. Further the detailed
structural and electronic structure analysis of best cages for each size were done at DFT level.

Computational Method
The computational search for the most stable structure of fullerenes becomes more and
more tedious as moving from lower to the higher cages due to abruptly increase in the number of
isomers. The C70 fullerene itself has 8149 different structures possible, which further increases to
19151, 24109 and 31924 as moving to the higher fullerene cages C76, C78 and C80 respectively.
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The charge transfer from the endohedral unit to the outer cage plays very important role to
stabilize the whole complex of endohedral fullerenes,

[165]

here in this study all the possible

structures were optimized with six extra electrons using semi empirical quantum chemistry
method MOPAC2009 [166] at PM6 level of theory. The configurational space further enriched by
the possibility of rotation of endohedral cluster inside the cage but at some point we need to limit
our calculation to minimize the computational cost thus we were limited to only few orientations
of endohedral cluster for each fullerenes. The starting geometries of endohedral fullerenes were
formed using cindy auxillary code developed in our lab in which three different rotations of
separately optimized V2ScN cluster were done in 300 lowest energy isomers from hex-anionic
series leading to from 900 initial geometries of endohedral fullerenes, which were again
optimized at PM6 level at neutral charge state. The series of calculation were followed by the
DFT calculation using Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code on less than fifty
lowest energy structures resulted from PM6 level of theory. Finally, ten lowest energy structures
resulted from previous step were carried out using NAVAL Research Laboratory Molecular
Orbital Library (NRLMOL) code
correlation functional

[167]

[67] [70] [68]

at all electron level in which the PBE exchange-

within the generalized gradient approximation with large Gaussian

basis set specially optimized for the PBE exchange-correlation functional were employed. [69] The
number of primitive Gaussians and number of functions used for s- p- and d- type for each atom
are listed as in the Table 1. Also a supplementary function is provided in each d-type for every
atom. The partial charges were obtained using the density derived electrostatic and chemical net
atomic charges as implemented in the ChargeMol code. [168] [169]
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Table 4.1: The number of s- p- and d- type functions, number of bare (primitive) Gaussians, and
exponent range used in each type of atoms.
Atom

s-type

p-type

d-type

Bare

Exponent range

Gaussians
C

5

4

3

12

2.22 x 104 -0.077

N

5

4

3

13

5.18 x 104 – 0.25

Sc

7

5

4

19

1.57 x 106 – 0.035

V

7

5

4

20

3.11 x 106 – 0.038

Results and Discussions

V3N@C80
Successful entrapment of Sc3N within C80 was reported by Harry Dorn and collaborators
for the first time in 1999 [157], which is the first report for the whole NCFs family. Interestingly,
this novel material Sc3N@C80 endohedral fullerene showed the higher kinetic stability due to
larger HOMO-LUMO gap and established itself as the most abundant after C60 and C70 even
within the fullerene community. The C80 fullerene cage is known to encapsulate not only
homogeneous metal nitride clusters such as Gd3N, [155] Dy3N, [156] Tm3N [150] etc. but also mixed
metal nitride clusters (MMNC) such as GdxSc3-xN(x=0-2), [151], [170] , LuxSc3-x(x=0-2), [171] HoxSc3-x(x=0-2)
[172]

etc. The encapsulation of similar MMNCs with vanadium and scandium was reported by Wei

et al and the cage structure is assigned to the Ih(7)C80 with icosahedral symmetry. [50] Here, in
order to validate our search method we did the calculations on all the possible isomers of C80 (i.e
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31924 isomers) with V2ScN clusters through a series of calculation as mentioned above. All the
optimized isomers in hexanionic series at PM6 level of theory fitted themselves within the
window of 25.09 eV and isomer 31924 was found as the most stable structure of C80-6 fullerene
series. The encapsulation of endohedral units V2ScN along three different orientations were done
on 300 lowest energy isomers from hex-anionic series within an energy window of 4.51 eV. The
resulting 900 isomers of V2ScN@C80 endohedral fullerenes were again optimized at same level
of theory in neutral charge state and were found to lie within an energy window of 5.55 eV.
Twenty lowest energy structures of V2ScN@C80 within the 0.97 eV from previous step were
chosen for further calculation and optimized at DFT level. Ten isomers from the series are shown
in the Figure-1. Among all competing structures of V2ScN@C80 endohedral fullerenes, isomer
V2ScN@C80(X-31922) was selected as

the most probable isomer at PM6 level, where as

V2ScN@C80(Y-31924) became most favorable one at DFT level, which is 1.41eV lower in
energy as compared with isomer X-31922. The same parent cage 31924(Ih) was reported and
characterized as the V2ScN@C80 endohedral fullerene in the experimental work.

[50]

We have

made some of the structural observation in V2ScN@C80 (31924) complex in which endohedral
unit maintains almost planar structure with the sum of angles around center N atom (i.e.
∠MNM) is 359.7. Similar planar structure of V2ScN unit was reported by Wei et al. [50] All the
bond distances of metal ions from nitrogen are different, and are given by V(i)-N(1.88Å), V(ii)N(1.95Å) and Sc-N(2.19Å). The closest C-Mion distances are given by V(i)-C(2.26Å), V(ii)C(2.19Å) and Sc-C(2.27Å), in which each closest carbons is shared by two hexagons and a
pentagon. The orientation of each metal ion is different in which V(i/ii) is pointed towards the
center of a hexagon/pentagon where as scandium is orientated towards a vertex (i.e. carbon),
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which is shared by two hexagons and a pentagon. Wei et al. reported the orientation of each
metal ion toward the junction of a pentagon and two hexagons. [50]

Figure 4.1: Optimized structures of V2ScN@C80 endohedral fullerenes. Carbon, Scandium,
Vanadium and Nitrogen atoms are represented by green, aqua, yellow and blue
respectively.
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Table 4.2. Ten lowest energy isomers of V2ScN@C80 fullerenes, deviation energies were
calculated with reference to the most stable structure in respective levels of theory
and HOMO LUMO (H_L) gaps are also presented. All the reported energies are in
eV.
V2ScN@C80

DFT

PM6

H_L gap

# of unpaired electrons

X31920

2.67

0.59

0.15

4

X29011

2.46

0.58

0.49

0

Y31891

2.20

0.65

0.29

0

X28319

2.18

0.49

0.35

0

Y28319

2.01

0.54

0.4

0

X28871

1.80

0.74

0.35

0

X31924

0.66

0.84

0.18

2

Y31923

0.47

0

0.35

0

Y31924

0.00

0.84

0.23

4

Z31924

0.00

0.84

0.23

4

X31922

1.41

0.20

2

.
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The HOMO-LUMO gaps for ten most stable candidates were also reported in the Table
1, which ranges from 0.15 to 0.49 eV. The observed H_L gap in the V2ScN@C80 (Y/Z-31924) is
0.23 eV. Popov et al. reported the H_L gap of 1.46eV for the Sc3N@C80 (31924) at DFT level of
theory.

[173]

Some of the DFT optimized V2ScN@C80 endohedral fullerenes have magnetic

moment of 4 μB including the lowest energy structure V2ScN@C80 (Y/Z-31924). The magnetic
moment arises due to the partially filled d-orbital of vanadium atoms. The localization of the spin
densities on V3+ ions along with magnetic moment of 4 μB in V2ScN@C80 (Ih) was reported by
Wei et al. at GGA-PBE level of theory. [50]

Page 1 of 1

Figure 4.2: The molecular orbital plot for most probable cage of V2ScN@C80 (X-31924).

We have also plotted the molecular orbital density surfaces of V2ScN@C80 as shown in
Figure-2, in which it was observed that HOMO-1 and HOMO are mostly contained on vanadium
with the shape similar to d orbital having four lobes and the contribution of scandium decreases
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significantly as moving from HOMO-1 to HOMO level. Again the dominating effect of
vanadium atoms were observed on LUMO and LUMO+1.

Figure 4.3: Density of states plot for the V2ScN@C80 (31924) blue, green and black
curves indicates contribution due to p, d and majority(left)/minority(right) total
respectively. The red vertical line is the Fermi level.

The molecular orbital picture is further illustrated using density of states plot, in which
HOMO and LUMO level is mostly contributed by vanadium d and carbon p orbitals. The density
of states difference between majority and minority spin carrier mainly observed for the vanadium
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d orbitals, which further illustrate the observed magnetic moment in V2ScN@C80 (31924)
endohedral fullerene.

V2ScN@C70
A similar search method as done for C80 is also adopted here in case of C70 cage, in which
300 lowest energy cages from hex-anionic series within the window of 2.43 eV were selected as
the parent cage for endohedral fullerenes V2ScN@C70. After impregnating the endohedral units
V2ScN along three different directions, the resulting 900 isomers of endohedral fullerenes are
optimized at PM6 level manage themselves within the energy range of 5.14 eV. The 39 lowest
energy structures of V2ScN@C70 from previous step within the energy window of 0.41 eV were
selected for further calculation and optimized at DFT level using VASP and NRLMOL codes.
Among 900 competing structures of V2ScN@C70 endohedral fullerenes, isomer X-7887 was
found to be the most probable isomer at both semi empirical and DFT level of calculation, which
is iso-energetic with X-7854 at DFT level. The same parent cage 7854 is known to encapsulate
Sc3N unit. There are three fused pentagons in the isomer 7854 and endohedral unit V2ScN
maintains the planar structure in which two vanadium atoms are closer to each other as compared
to scandium. Among three metal ions, two of them are pointed towards the fused pentagons and
third one towards a hexagon, which is again connected to the fused pentagons. The closest
carbon atom from scandium is at a distance of 2.32 Å in which the carbon is shared by two
pentagons and a hexagon. The closest M-C distances reduced as moving to the vanadium atoms
and are given by 2.09 Å and 2.15 Å in which these carbon atoms are shared by a hexagon and
two pentagons, and all hexagons respectively. The Sc-N, V-N(i) and V-N(ii) bond distances are
given by 2.31 Å, 1.78 Å and 2.09 Å. The similar orientation of endohedral unit was observed in
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iso-energetic isomer X-7887, in which Sc-N, V-N(i) and V-N(ii) bond distances are given by
2.31 Å, 1.79 Å and 2.09 Å respectively and the closest carbon atoms from each metal ions are
given by Sc-C (2.31 Å), V(i)-C(2.14 Å) and V(ii)-C(2.11 Å). Among ten lowest energy isomers
only one Y-7892 is reported with the moment of 2 μB, whereas rest of the endohedral complexes
ended with zero moment in their DFT optimized structures. For the lowest energy structure, we
run the calculation with fixed moment of 1, 3/2 and 2 μB in which, spin states S=0 and S=1 of
V2ScN@C70 (7854) are isoenergetic, whereas S=3/2 and S=2 states are higher in energy by 0.22
eV and 0.31eV respectively with that of S=1 state.
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Figure 4.4: Optimized structures of V2ScN@C70 endohedral fullerenes. Carbon, Scandium,
Vanadium and Nitrogen atoms are represented by green, aqua, yellow and blue
respectively.
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The HOMO LUMO gap of ten lowest energy isomers of V2ScN@C70 endohedral fullerenes are
listed in the Table 3, and are ranges from 0.29 to 0.75eV, where as this gap is only 0.38eV in the
most stable structure X-7854.
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Table 4.3: Ten lowest energy isomers of V2ScN@C70 fullerenes, deviation energies were
calculated with reference to the most stable structure in respective levels of theory
and HOMO LUMO (H_L) gaps are also presented. All the reported energies are in
eV.
V2ScN@C70 DFT PM6

H_L gap

# of unpaired electrons

X7921

0.70

0.47

0.4

0

Y7892

0.32

0.12

0.45

2

X7922

0.63

0.66

0.34

0

X7950

0.51

0.42

0.75

0

X7960

0.39

0.42

0.29

0

X7886

0.37

0.61

0.38

0

Z7852

0.28

0.25

0.43

0

Y8111

0.23

0.54

0.56

0

X7887

0.00

0.00

0.44

0

X7854

0.00

0.61

0.44

0

Y7854

0.97

1.39

0.38

0

In V2ScN@C70, The dominant contribution of both vanadium atoms on frontier molecular
orbitals: HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 was observed as shown in Figure 4.5, in
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which the orbitals having four lobes show the strong d orbital contribution, where as the
contribution of scandium was feeble. Thus addition or removal of an electron mostly involves in
the vanadium d orbital.

Figure 4.5: The molecular orbital plot for most probable cage of V2ScN@C70 (X-7854). HOMO1, HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 from left to right.

V2ScN@C76
Yang et al. reported the successful encapsulation and characterization of mixed metal
nitride cluster DySc2N in the C76 cage for the first time, in which they assign the cage structure to
the isomer 17490 with Cs symmetry. [174] Here in this study we tried to explore the energetic
stability and electronic structure of the similar mixed metal nitride endohedral fullerenes
V2ScN@C76 but with vanadium. Similar search method as done for previous cages was adopted
with semi-empirical method followed by DFT calculations. The encapsulation of V2ScN
endohedral unit along three different orientations were done on the 300 lowest energy structures
of C76 within the window of 2.36eV resulting from hex-anionic series. The resulting 900
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isomers of V2ScN@C76 optimized at PM6 level are able to manage themselves within the
window of 5.52 eV. The DFT calculations were done on the 50 lowest energy structures of
V2ScN@C76 metal nitride fullerenes within the window of 1.16 eV using VASP and NRLMOL
codes. Ten of the lowest energy structures are as shown in Figure 6. Among 19151 competing
structures of V2ScN@C76 endohedral fullerenes, isomer X-19151 was obtained as the lowest
energy structure at both PM6 and DFT level of theory. The same parent cage 19151 was found
energetically most favorable one even with VSc2N endohedral unit in our previous study. The
isomer 19151 has higher Td symmetry. In V2ScN@C76 (X-19151), the endohedral unit maintains
the planar structure and the stretching of all three metal-N bonds were observed as moving from
separately optimized V2ScN cluster. The closest carbons from each metal ions are given by Sc-C
(2.25 Å), V(i)-C (2.13 Å) and V(ii)-C (2.11 Å) and which are shared by two hexagons and a
pentagon. The vanadium atoms are separated by 3.53 Å, where as this distance was 2.51 Å in the
V2ScN@C70 (X-7854).
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Figure 4.6: Optimized structures of V2ScN@C76 endohedral fullerenes. Carbon, Scandium,
Vanadium and Nitrogen atoms are represented by green, aqua, yellow and blue
respectively.

The HOMO-LUMO gap in the ten lowest energy isomers ranges from 0.03 to 0.56 eV at
DFT level of calculation, among which the most stable structure X-19151 is observed with small
gap of 0.10 eV. This gap is further reduced in other isomers Y-/Z-19151. The same parent cage
19151 along with Y3N, Sc3N and YSc2N as endohedral unit was reported with similar lower gap
0.10, 0.16 and 0.18 eV respectively at DFT level of theory. [174] As we know that the HOMO
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LUMO gaps are the indicator of the chemical stability, thus due to having lower gap in most
stable structure we have also included the 2nd lowest structure i.e. X-19138 in our detail
electronic and geometrical analysis, which is only 0.10 eV higher in energy than the isomer
19151 but has higher gap of 0.31 eV at DFT level of calculation. The same parent cage 19138 is
reported to encapsulate metal ion Sm+2. [175] There is only one pair of fused pentagons in isomer
19138, in which one of the vanadium is oriented towards it. The endohedral unit V2ScN
maintains almost planar structure and the sum of M-N-M is given by 358.8 degree. The M-N
bond distances are given by V(i)-N(1.87 Å), V(ii)-N(1.95 Å) and Sc-N(2.07 Å). The distance of
closest carbon atoms from each M ions are given by V(i)-C(2.1 Å), V(ii)-C(2.07 Å) and ScC(2.25 Å). From the orbital picture, it can be observed that the HOMO-1 and HOMO is mostly
contained on carbon atoms and some of the contribution by metal atoms as well. The picture is
different as moving to the LUMO in which the contribution of vanadium atoms increases
whereas it decreases from carbon atoms as compared with HOMO and HOMO-1 levels. Almost
similar picture of LUMO+1 with that of LUMO level was observed as shown in Figure-7. The
orbital picture is further illustrated by the density of states plot as shown in Figure-8, in which
the HOMO level is mostly contributed by carbons p orbital and partly by vanadium d orbital,
where as the contribution of the vanadium d orbital increases significantly as moving to the
LUMO level. Also the major difference in the majority and minority spin carriers are observed in
the vanadium d orbital, which shows the strong vanadium d orbital contribution on the magnetic
moment of V2ScN@C76 (X-19138) (i.e. 2 μB).
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Table 4.4: Ten lowest energy isomers of V2ScN@C76 fullerenes, deviation energies were
calculated with reference to the most stable structure in respective levels of theory
and HOMO LUMO (H_L) gaps are also presented. All the reported energies are in
eV.
V2ScN@C76

DFT

PM6

H_L gap

# of unpaired electrons

X17599

1.08

1.02

0.56

0

Z19151

0.57

0.83

0.03

2

Y19151

0.57

0.84

0.05

2

X17894

0.90

0.77

0.42

0

Y17491

0.82

1.04

0.47

0

X17459

0.80

0.88

0.27

0

Y17459

0.45

0.88

0.47

0

X19138

0.10

0.68

0.31

2

X17490

0.28

1.00

0.44

0

X19151

0

0

0.12

2
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Figure 4.7: The molecular orbital plot for most probable cage of V2ScN@C76(X-19138).
HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 from left to right.
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Figure 4.8: Density of states plot for the V2ScN@C76 (19138) blue, green and black curves
indicates contribution due to p, d and majority(left)/minority(right) total
respectively. The red vertical line is the Fermi level.

V2ScN@C78
C78 fullerenes are important in the tri-metallic nitride endohedral fullerenes family not
only due to successful encapsulation of Sc3N [176] unit but also it can act as the threshold for some
of the larger clusters like Tm3N, [177] Dy3N [178] with significant yield. The number of isomers
increases abruptly for larger cage fullerenes. There is increase of 4958 isomers even stepping up
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from C76 to C78 fullerene. Thus the search for the most stable candidate becomes more and more
tedious as moving to the higher fullerenes. Again the extensive study on all the isomers of C78
with V2ScN as endohedral unit has been done in a similar fashion as adopted in the previous
cages. The encapsulation of endohedral clusters along three different orientations were done on
300 cages resulting from hex-anionic series within the energy window of 3.16 eV leading to
form 900 complexes which were again optimized at PM6 level of theory. The resulting isomers
of V2ScN@C78 endohedral fullerenes accommodate themselves within the energy range of 4.88
eV. Ten isomers of V2ScN@C78 endohedral fullerenes within the window of 0.72 eV from
previous step were selected for further calculation at DFT level. Among 24109 competing
candidates, isomer X-24109 became the most probable structure of V2ScN@C78 endohedral
fullerenes at both PM6 and DFT level of theory, in which the parent cage follow the IPRsatisfying structure. The same parent cage was reported as the lowest energy structure of
VSc2N@C78 endohedral fullerenes in our previous study. In V2ScN@C78 (X-24109), endohedral
unit V2ScN maintains almost planar structure with the sum of M-N-M angles around center N
atom is 357.7 degree. Campanera et al. reported perfect planar structure of Sc3N in the same
parent cage 24109 of C78. [179] The Sc-N (2.09Å) bond is longer than other two V-N bonds by
0.21Å. As compared with our previous study on VSc2N@C78, stretching of V-N bond distance
was observed as moving to the V2ScN@C78, where as Sc-N bond distance decreases by
increasing the number of vanadium atoms in the M3N@C78 (i.e. M= V or Sc) endohedral
fullerene. The M-M distance between two vanadium atoms is 2.58Å, where as this distance
increases by more than 1 Å for M(Sc)-M(V(i/ii). The vanadium atoms are closer to the cage as
compared with scandium and the closest metal-carbon distances are given by (V(i/ii)-C) 2.09 Å
and (Sc-C) 2.23 Å, in which two vanadium are orientated toward the pentagon where as
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scandium pointed toward the carbon vertex shared by two hexagons and a pentagon. All of the
closest carbon atoms from three metal ions are shared by two hexagonal and a pentagonal
surfaces.

Figure 4.9: Optimized structures of V2ScN@C78 endohedral fullerenes. Carbon, Scandium,
Vanadium and Nitrogen atoms are represented by green, aqua, yellow and blue
respectively.
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Table 4.5: Ten lowest energy isomers of V2ScN@C78 fullerenes, deviation energies were
calculated with reference to the most stable structure in respective levels of theory
and HOMO LUMO (H_L) gaps are also presented. All the reported energies are in
eV.
V2ScN@C78

DFT

PM6

H_L gap

# of unpaired electrons

X22595

2.27

0.56

0.23

0

Y22595

2.01

0.71

40

0

X23349

1.90

0.63

0.33

0

Z21791

1.85

0.65

0.50

0

Y24088

1.67

0.68

0.57

0

X24088

1.67

0.68

0.57

0

X23295

1.36

0.71

0.34

0

Z24107

1.34

0.36

0.38

0

Y24107

0.93

0.36

0.50

0

X24109

0

0

0.71

2

In V2ScN@C78, the vanadium and some of the carbon atoms mostly contribute to the
HOMO-1 and HOMO levels, where as the contribution of nitrogen decreases significantly as
moving from HOMO-1 to HOMO level. Again there is higher effect due to the vanadium on the
both LUMO and LUMO+1 levels. The contribution of carbon atoms decreases, where as the
effect of vanadium increases from HOMO to LUMO level. Similar picture is further illustrated
using density of states plots as shown in Figure 4.11, in which the HOMO and LUMO levels are
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mostly contained in the carbon p and vanadium d orbitals where as the contribution of carbon
decreases on the LUMO level as compared with vanadium which is similar to the orbital picture
as we observed in Figure 4.10. Further more difference in density of states was mainly observed
between the majority and minority spin carriers of vanadium d orbital which further illustrates to
the observed magnetic moment of V2ScN@C78 (X-24109) fullerenes as obtained in the
calculation (i.e. 2 μB)

Figure 4.10: The molecular orbital plot for most probable cage V2ScN@C78(X-24109). HOMO1, HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 from left to right.
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Figure 4.11: Density of states plot for the V2ScN@C78 (24109) blue, green and black
curves indicates contribution due to p, d and majority(left)/minority(right) total
respectively. The red vertical line is the Fermi level.
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Chemical stability
The HOMO LUMO gap (H_L gap) is the indicative of the chemical stability. A system
with larger value of H_L gap presents its higher degree of inertness on electron cloud and change
in electron number. The HOMO LUMO gaps as calculated in DFT are underestimated due to the
self-interaction errors present within the exchange correction functionals. However HOMO
LUMO gap can also be calculated using ionization potential and electron affinity, which is
known as quasi particle gap and is given by the equation
𝐸!!"#$% = 𝑣𝐼𝑃 − 𝑣𝐸𝐴 = 𝐸 𝑁 + 1 + 𝐸 𝑁 − 1 − 2𝐸(𝑁),
where E(N) is the total self consistent ground state energy of an N electron system.
𝑣𝐼𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝐸𝐴 are the vertical ionization potential and vertical electron affinity, in which it is
assumed that the change in electron cloud during removal and addition of electron is
instantaneous so geometry does not relax to other position. The 𝑣𝐼𝑃 , 𝑣𝐸𝐴, quasi particle gap and
HOMO LUMO gaps for the most stable candidates of endohedral fullerenes under study are
presented in the Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Vertical electron affinity (𝑣𝐸𝐴), vertical ionization potential (𝑣𝐼𝑃), quasi particle
gaps (Eg) and HOMO LUMO gaps for the most stable candidates of V2ScN@C2n
(where n=35, 38, 39, 40). All the reported energies are in eV unit. BA
V2ScN@

𝑣𝐼𝑃

𝑣𝐸𝐴

Eg (quasi)

H_L gap

BE

C70 (X-7854)

6.04

2.81

3.23

0.44

9.67

C76 (X-19151)

5.87

2.87

3.00

0.12

7.74

C76 (X-19138)

5.87

2.78

3.09

0.31

7.97

C78 (X-24109)

6.23

2.68

3.55

0.71

8.02

C80 (Z-31924)

6.46

3.45

3.01

0.23

9.42

We have also investigated the energetic stability by computing binding energy of the lowest
energy structures using given equation
𝐵𝐸 = −[𝐸 𝑉! 𝑆𝑐!!! @𝐶!! − 𝐸[𝑉! 𝑆𝑐!!! ] − 𝐸[𝐶!! ],
where 1st, 2nd and 3rd term on the right hand side of the equation are total energy of the complex,
endohedral cluster and fullerene cage respectively. Higher the binding energy more is the energy
released during the encapsulation of the endohedral cluster within the fullerene cages. From the
tabulated values of binding energies it can be inferred that among four different size of cages
V2ScN endohedral unit better favored the C70 fullerene. All the reported NCFs have higher
electron accepting capacity, which are even higher than that of C60. From the observed values of
𝑣𝐼𝑃, it can be inferred that all the reported clusters are stable against oxidation as well.
Charge transfer
We have employed the program called Chargemol to perform atomic population analysis on
most stable cages of each size C2n (2n=70, 76, 78 and 80) along with V2ScN endohedral unit,
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which helps to determine density derived electrostatic and chemical (DDEC) net atomic charges
on each atom.

Figure 4.12: The lowest energy structures of V2ScN@C2n (2n=70,76,78 and 80). Dark red, pink,
white, light blue and dark blue signify the different charge carried by the atoms
given by negative, less negative, neutral, less positive and positive respectively.
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By summing up the charges on the endohedral unit, it was observed that the significant
amount of charge transfer occurs from endohedral unit to the cage, which varies from system to
system and are given by 2.33, 2.27, 2.22 and 2.39 e for the systems V2ScN@C70, V2ScN@C76,
V2ScN@C78 and V2ScN@C80 respectively.
In Summary, we have screened 8149, 19151, 24109, and 31924 different isomers of C70,
C76, C78, and C80 fullerenes cages respectively through a series of calculation using PM6 method
followed by DFT optimizations to determine the structures of endohedral fullerenes with V2ScN
as endohedral unit. The host fullerene cages of the lowest energy structures of all the four types
of endohedral fullerenes found in our elaborate searches have previously been reported to host
different types of endohedral units. Only the VSc2N@C70 is found to have a non-IPR carbon
cage. In all the fullerenes, the V atom is in +3 charge state. All the clusters have high ionization
potential, and their electron affinities are higher than C60. The charge transfer from the
endohedral unit ranges from 2.22 to 2.39 electron in these clusters. These charge transfer
amounts are lower as compared with singly doped vanadium. These endohedral fullerenes are
stable and can be useful as an electron acceptor.
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Chapter 5: The electronic structure calculation on V3N@C2n (2n=70,76,78 &
80)
There are many reports of encapsulation of homogeneous metal nitride such as: Gd3N, [155]
Dy3N, [156] Tm3N [150] etc. along with very first member of tri-metallic nitrides family Sc3N

[157]

.

Wei et al. reported the encapsulation of vanadium based endohedral fullerenes for the first time,
in which they were able to characterize the inhomogeneous metal nitride cluster. [50] Here, in this
study we adopted the similar search method as described above for the V2ScN based endohedral
fullerenes in order to explore the possibility of encapsulation of homogeneous metal nitride V3N
with different cluster sizes such as C70, C76, C78 and C80.
V3N@C80
There are 31924 isomers of C80 fullerenes and seven of them follow the IPR rule. The
screening on all the possible isomers has been done in order to find the most stable cage. All the
optimized isomers of C80 fullerenes in hex-anionic series at PM6 level of theory fitted themselves
within the window of 25.09 eV and the isomer 31924 was selected as the most stable structure of
C80-6 fullerene series. The encapsulation of endohedral units V3N along three different
orientations were done on 300 lowest energy isomers within the window of 4.51 eV resulting
from hex-anionic series. The resulting 900 isomers of V3N@C80 endohedral fullerenes were again
optimized at same level of theory in neutral charge state, which resulted in an energy ordering of
the isomers within 6.63 eV. The twenty lowest energy structures of V3N@C80 lying within an
energy range of 0.69 eV from the previous step were chosen for further calculation and
optimized at DFT level and ten of them are shown in the Fig 5.1. Since the twenty lowest energy
structures V3N@C80 in the previous step does not include the most renowned icosahedral cage
31924, we have also included this cage in our study at DFT level.
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Table 5.1 The ten lowest energy isomers of V3N@C80 fullerenes, deviation energies were
calculated with reference to the most stable structure in respective levels of theory
and HOMO LUMO (H_L) gaps are also presented. All the reported energies are in
eV.
V3N@C80

DFT

PM6

H_L gap

X31921

3.32

0

0.27

# of unpaired
electron
2

X31243

3.53

0.30

0.22

0

X31919

2.91

0.35

0.10

2

Z31919

3.41

0.15

0.32

0

Z28863

3.15

0.37

0.35

2

X28316

1.94

0.52

0.28

4

Y31367

2.85

0.68

0.13

2

X31367

2.85

0.68

0.15

2

Z31918

2.42

0.27

0.29

0

X31924

0.00

1.29

0.36

2

Even within the same parent cage icosahedral 31924, many structural changes such as:
orientation of metal ion, bond lengths in endohedral cluster, distances of Mion-C etc. were
observed moving from inhomogeneous endohedral cluster V2ScN to the homogeneous V3N unit,
which suggests the change in cluster-cage interaction with larger number of vanadium. From this
series of calculations, isomer 31924 was selected as the most probable isomer of V3N@C80
endohedral fullerenes in which V3N unit is distorted from the planar structure and the sum of the
angles around center nitrogen is given by 347.5 degree. The V-N bond distances are given by
V(i/ii)-N 1.90 Å and V(iii)-N 1.94 Å in which V(i) and V(ii) are pointed towards the hexagon
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and V(iii) to the pentagon. The distance between the vanadium and the closest carbon atom is the
lowest (2.12 Å) for the one, which is pointed towards the pentagon, while this distance increases
to 2.17 Å for the other vanadiums.

Figure 5.1: Optimized structures of V3N@C80 endohedral fullerenes. Carbon, Scandium,
Vanadium and Nitrogen atoms are represented by green, aqua, yellow and blue
respectively.
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In V3N@C80, HOMO-1 level is mostly contained on V (i) and V (ii) vanadium, and two
carbon atoms at a distance of 2.97 Å from each of those vanadium. The contribution of V(iii)
increases significantly as moving from HOMO-1 to HOMO level. Again all three vanadium have
prominent effect on LUMO level, where as the contribution of V(iii) increases as moving to the
LUMO+1 level.

Figure 5.2: The molecular orbital plot for most probable cage of V3N@C80(X-31924). HOMO-1,
HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 from left to right.

The molecular orbital picture is further assisted by the density of states plot Fig-5.2. The
HOMO and LUMO levels mostly originate from the vanadium d-orbitals and some of the
contribution comes from carbon p-orbitals as well. The difference in majority and minority spin
carriers arise from the partially filled vanadium d-shell, which is mainly responsible for the
magnetic moment of 2 μB obtained in the calculation.
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Figure 5.3: Density of states plot for the V3N@C80 (31924) blue, green and black curves
indicates contribution due to p, d and majority(left)/minority(right) total
respectively. The red vertical line is the Fermi level.

V3N@C70
A similar search method as done for C80 is also adopted here in case of C70 cage, in which
300 lowest energy cages from hex-anionic series within the window of 2.43eV were selected as
the parent cage for endohedral fullerenes V3N@C70. After impregnating the endohedral unit
along three different directions, the resulting 900 isomers of endohedral fullerenes optimized at
PM6 level manage themselves within the energy range of 6.68 eV. The 50 lowest energy
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structures of V3N@C70 from previous step within the energy window of 0.94 eV were selected
for further calculation and optimized at DFT level using VASP and NRLMOL.
Among 900 competing structures of V3N@C70 endohedral fullerenes, isomer Z-8005 was
found to be the most probable isomer at PM6 level of theory, but at the DFT level, the most
stable candidate came out to be the isomer Z-8149, which is 0.91eV lower in energy as compared
with Z-8005. Among the 8149 different possible structures of C70 cage, isomer 8149 is the only
one, which obey the IPR rule in which none of the pentagons touch each other leading to the
higher stability due to lower steric strain in the cage as compared with the cages with fused
pentagons. The V3N unit takes the perfect planar structure inside 8149 with the sum of angles MN-M =360 degree and the V-N distances are given by V(i)-N(1.89 Å), V(ii)-N(1.91 Å) and
V(iii)-N(2.01 Å). The closest carbon atoms from each metal ions are given by V(i)-C(2.10 Å),
V(ii)-C(2.09 Å) and V(iii)-C(2.16 Å) in which each closest carbon vertex are shared by two
hexagons and a pentagon. For simplicity, each vanadium is distinguished from each other with
reference to the distance from nitrogen, where i, ii and iii are given in the order of increasing
distance.
The HOMO LUMO gap ranges from 0.24 to 0.37 eV for the ten lowest isomers of V3N@C70
endohedral fullerenes. This gap is only 0.26 eV in the lowest energy isomer Z-8149. The
observed H_L gap decreases by 0.15eV as moving from V2ScN@C70 (7854) to V3N@C70 (8149).
Among ten lowest energy structures of V3N@C70 endohedral fullerenes, five of them carried the
magnetic moment of 2 μB including the lowest energy isomer Z-8149.
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Figure 5.4: Optimized structures of V3N@C70 endohedral fullerenes. Carbon, Scandium,
Vanadium and Nitrogen atoms are represented by green, aqua, yellow and blue
respectively.
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Table 5.2: Ten lowest energy isomers of V3N@C70 fullerenes, deviation energies were
calculated with reference to the most stable structure in respective levels of theory
and HOMO LUMO (H_L) gaps are also presented. All the reported energies are in
eV.
V3N@C70

DFT

PM6

H-L gap

# of unpaired electrons

X8042

1.27

0.60

0.37

2

Y7957

1.36

0.57

0.32

0

X7957

1.36

0.58

0.30

0

Y7892

0.86

0.73

0.26

2

Y7790

0.82

0.69

0.29

2

Z8005

0.92

0

0.38

0

Z7924

0.39

0.35

0.26

2

X8149

0.45

0.73

0.24

0

X8111

0.44

0.38

0.26

0

Z8149

0

0.29

0.26

2

In V3N@C70, HOMO and HOMO-1 levels have contribution from all the vanadium atoms
and also from some of the carbon atoms. But the contribution is significantly lower from V(iii)
as compared to the V(i) and V(ii). Again moving on to the LUMO and LUMO+1 levels, there is
prominent effect of all vanadium and few carbon atoms but here all the vanadium atoms have
comparable contribution.
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Figure 5.5: The molecular orbital plot for most probable cage of V3N@C70 (Z-8149). HOMO-1,
HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 from left to right.
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Figure 5.6: Density of states plot for the V3N@C70 (8149) blue, green and black curves indicates
contribution due to p, d and majority(left)/minority(right) total respectively. The red
vertical line is the Fermi level.
The density of states also plotted as shown in fig-5.6, which helps to illustrate the molecular
orbital picture as described above, in which HOMO and LUMO levels are mostly contributed
due to the vanadium d-orbitals and carbon p orbitals. The density of states difference between the
majority and minority spin carriers are mostly localized in the vanadium d orbital, which is
mainly responsible for the magnetic moment of 2 μB due to the two unpaired electrons as
obtained in the calculation.
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V3N@C76
Here in this study we tried to explore the energetic stability and electronic structure of the
endohedral fullerenes V3N@C76, similar search method as done for previous cages was adopted
with semi-empirical method followed by DFT calculations. The encapsulation of the V3N
endohedral unit along three different orientations were done on the 300 lowest energy structures
of C76 within the window of 2.36 eV resulting from hex-anionic series. The resulting 900 isomers
of V3N@C76 optimized at PM6 level were within energy window of 6.98 eV. The DFT
calculations were done on the 50 lowest energy structures of each V3N@C76 metal nitride
fullerenes within the window of 0.73 eV using VASP and NRLMOL codes.
Among competing structures of V3N@C76 endohedral fullerenes, isomer Y-19150 is the most
stable isomer at PM6 level of theory but isomer X-17894 is the most stable candidate at DFT
level, which is 0.34 eV lower in energy as compared with Y-19150. Gao et al. reported the lower
interaction energy of YCN cluster within the same cage 17894 among the four competing
isomers with a pair of pentagonal adjacency i.e. (C1(17459)-C76, C2v(19138)-C76, C2(17646)-C76,
and C1(17894)-C76). [180] There are only two IPR-satisfying structures 19151 and 19150 among
19151 isomers of C76. From our calculations, two of the inhomogeneous nitride clusters VSc2N
and V2ScN better favored the IPR structure 19151, whereas V3N cluster better stabilizes non-IPR
17894. The endohedral unit in X-17894 endohedral fullerene does not maintain a planar form
and sum of the angles around N atom M-N-M is given by 350.6 degree. There is one pair of
fused pentagons in isomer 17894 and the endohedral cluster shifted in such a way that it
maintains itself closer to the region of cage where there is pentagonal adjacency. In addition, one
of the vanadiums pointed towards the pentalene such that it helps to stabilize the whole complex
through the Columbic attraction resulting from the positively charged vanadium ion with
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negative pentalene region. The V-N bond distances are given by V(i)-N(1.81) Å, V(ii)-N(1.96) Å
and V(iii)-N(1.98) Å and the closest carbon atoms from the metallic ions are at the distances of
V(i)-C(2.16) Å, V(ii)-C(2.09) Å and V(iii)-C(2.11) Å, in which two of the each closest carbons
is shared by two hexagons and a pentagon, while third one is on the part of pentagonal
adjacency.

Figure 5.7: Optimized structures of V3N@C76 endohedral fullerenes. Carbon, Scandium,
Vanadium and Nitrogen atoms are represented by green, aqua, yellow and blue
respectively.
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Table 5.3. Ten lowest energy isomers of V3N@C76 fullerenes, deviation energies were calculated
with reference to the most stable structure in respective levels of theory and HOMO
LUMO (H_L) gaps are also presented. All the reported energies are in eV.
V3N@C76

DFT

PM6

H_L gap

# of unpaired electrons

X18943

1.03

0.50

0.3

0

X17457

0.71

0.37

0.44

2

Z18161

0.68

0.61

0.43

2

X18632

0.60

0.17

0.23

2

Z18944

0.65

0.16

0.34

0

Y18944

0.65

0.35

0.24

0

X18944

0.65

0.35

0.24

0

Y19150

0.34

0

0.09

2

Z17459

0.47

0.01

0.40

2

X17894

0

0.10

0.37

4
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The HOMO-LUMO gap in ten of the DFT optimized V3N@C76 endohedral fullerenes
ranges from 0.09 to 0.44 eV, where the most stable structure X17894 has the gap of 0.37 eV.
Most of the DFT optimized complexes have the magnetic moment other than zero i.e. 2 μB as
shown in the Table 5.3, which shows the paramagnetic nature of those complexes. The most
stable cage X17854 has even higher moment of 4 μB which may be due to the localization of
higher number of electrons in the vanadium d orbitals.
In V3N@C76, the HOMO and HOMO-1 orbitals have significant d character that arises
mainly from the vanadium ions. The V(i) and V(iii) vanadium atoms have higher contribution to
HOMO-1 as compared with V(ii). Similarly, V(ii) and V(iii) have most prominent contribution
to the HOMO as compared with V(i). The LUMO and LUMO+1 levels mostly smeared over all
vanadium and few carbon atoms, where as the contribution of carbon atom increases as moving
form LUMO to LUMO+1 level. Overall, the frontier orbitals have mainly d-character arising
from the vanadium atoms.

Figure 5.8: The molecular orbital plot for most probable cage of V3N@C76 (X-17894). HOMO1, HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 from left to right.
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The molecular orbital picture is further illustrated using density of state plot as shown in
fig-5.8, in which clearly shows the contribution to HOMO and LUMO levels from vanadium d
and carbon p orbitals. Also from the difference between density of states of majority and
minority spin carriers, the unpaired electrons mostly localized in the vanadium d orbitals, which
is mainly responsible for the magnetic moment of the complex (i.e. 4 μB).

Figure 5.9: Density of states plot for the V3N@C76 (X-17894) blue, green and black curves
indicate contribution due to p, d and majority(left)/minority(right) total
respectively. The red vertical line is the Fermi level.
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V3N@C78
C78 fullerenes are important in the tri-metallic nitride endohedral fullerenes family not
only due to successful encapsulation of Sc3N [176] unit but also can acts as the threshold for some
of the larger clusters like Tm3N, [177] Dy3N [178] with significant yield. The number of isomers
increases abruptly as moving to larger cage fullerenes. There is increase of 4958 isomers from
C76 to C78 fullerene. Thus the search for the most stable candidate becomes more and more
tedious as moving to the higher fullerenes. Again the extensive study on all the isomers of C78
with V3N as endohedral unit has been done in a similar fashion as adopted in the previous cages.
The encapsulation of endohedral clusters along three different orientations were done on 300
cages resulting from hex-anionic series within the energy window of 3.16eV leading to form 900
complexes which were again optimized at PM6 level of theory. The resulting isomers of
V3N@C78 endohedral fullerenes are found within an energy range of 6.38eV. Twenty isomers of
V3N@C78 endohedral fullerenes within the window of 0.68 eV from previous step were selected
for further calculation at DFT level.
Among 900 competing structures of V3N@C78 endohedral fullerenes, isomer Z-24106
was selected as the most probable candidate at both PM6 and DFT levels of theory. The parent
cage 24106 satisfies the IPR structure and has C2v symmetry. Among five IPR-satisfying isomers
of C78, three of them: C2v(24106)-C78, C2v(24107)-C78 and D3(24105)-C78 were isolated in its
pristine form as reported in different studies.

[181] [182] [183].

In isomer Z24106, the endohedral

cluster does not maintain a planar form, in which the sum of M-N-M angles around nitrogen is
given by 321 degree, where as the planar structure of Sc3N inside C78 fullerene was reported in a
study.

[179]

The V-N bond distances are given by V(i)-N(1.88 Å), V(ii)-N(1.90 Å) and V(iii)-

N(1.93 Å). The closest carbon atoms are at distance of V(i)-C(2.09 Å), V(ii)-C(2.08 Å) and
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V(iii)-C(2.21 Å), in which C(2.08 Å) and C(2.09 Å) are shared by a pentagon and two hexagons,
while third one is shared by all three hexagons. The HOMO-LUMO gap in the lowest ten
isomers ranges from 0.16 to 0.41 eV, in which most stable structure V3N@C78 (Z-24106) has the
gap of 0.38 eV. Campanera et al. reported the larger gap 1.24 eV in the similar homogeneous
trimetallic nitride endohedral fullerene Sc3N@C78 at DFT level of theory. [179]

Figure 5.10: Optimized structures of V3N@C78 endohedral fullerenes. Carbon, Scandium,
Vanadium and Nitrogen atoms are represented by green, aqua, yellow and blue
respectively.
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Table 5.4: Ten lowest energy isomers of V3N@C78 fullerenes, deviation energies were
calculated with reference to the most stable structure in respective levels of theory
and HOMO LUMO (H_L) gaps are also presented. All the reported energies are in
eV.
V3N@C78
Y22115
Z23474
Y23474
Z21822
Y21822
Y22598
Y21774
Y24106
Z23304
Z24106

DFT
1.71
1.59
1.59
1.55
1.56
1.19
1.07
0.32
1.03
0

PM6
0
0.08
0.08
0.23
0.21
0.69
0.61
0.28
0.58
0.28

H_L gap
0.35
0.41
0.41
0.36
0.35
0.16
0.34
0.39
0.40
0.38

# of unpaired electrons
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
2

In V3N@C78, the HOMO and HOMO-1 levels are smeared over all vanadium and some
of the carbon atoms but the contribution due to vanadium i.e. V(ii) is more prominent as
compared with other atoms. The contribution from carbon atoms decreases as moving form
HOMO-1 to HOMO level but which increases with vanadium atoms. Again the comparable
contribution with that of HOMO levels has been observed in the LUMO and LUMO+1 as well,
in which there is most prominent effect due to vanadium and few carbon atoms.
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Figure 5.11: The molecular orbital plot for most probable cage V3N@C78 (X-24106). HOMO-1,
HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 from left to right.
The molecular orbital picture is further illustrated using density of states plot as shown in fig
5.11, in which there is significant contribution due to the vanadium d and carbon p orbitals.
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Figure 5.12: Density of states plot for the V3N@C78 (24106) blue, green and black curves
indicates contribution due to p, d and majority(left)/minority(right) total
respectively. The red vertical line is the Fermi level.

Chemical Stability
The HOMO LUMO gap (H_L gap) is the indicative of the chemical stability. A system
with larger value of H_L gap presents its higher degree of inertness on electron cloud and change
in electron number. The HOMO-LUMO gaps as calculated in DFT are underestimated due to the
self-interaction errors present within the exchange correction functionals. However HOMO-
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LUMO gap can also be calculated using ionization potential and electron affinity, which is
known as quasi particle gap and as given by the equation
𝐸!!"#$% = 𝑣𝐼𝑃 − 𝑣𝐸𝐴 = 𝐸 𝑁 + 1 + 𝐸 𝑁 − 1 − 2𝐸(𝑁),
where E(N) is the total self consistent ground state energy of an N electron system.
𝑣𝐼𝑃 and 𝑣𝐸𝐴 are the vertical ionization potential and vertical electron affinity, in which it is
assumed that the change in electron cloud during removal and addition of electron is
instantaneous so geometry does not relax to other position. The 𝑣𝐼𝑃 , 𝑣𝐸𝐴, quasi particle gap and
HOMO LUMO gaps for the most stable candidates of endohedral fullerenes under study are
presented in the Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Vertical electron affinity (vEA), vertical ionization potential (vIP), quasi particle gaps
(Eg) and HOMO-LUMO gaps for the most stable candidates of V3N@C2n (where
n=35, 38, 39, 40). BA
Systems

vIP

vEA

Eg

H_L gap

BE

(quasi)
V3N@C70 (Z-8149)

6.05

2.88

3.17

0.26

5.03

V3N@C76 (X-17894)

5.95

2.69

3.26

0.37

6.13

V3N@C78 (Z-24106)

6.01

2.79

3.22

0.38

5.69

V3N@C80 (X-31924)

6.23

3.17

3.06

0.36

8.80

We have also investigated the energetic stability by computing binding energy of the lowest
energy structures using given equation
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𝐵𝐸 = −[𝐸 𝑉! 𝑆𝑐!!! @𝐶2𝑛 − 𝐸[𝑉! 𝑆𝑐!!! ] − 𝐸[𝐶2𝑛],
where 1st, 2nd and 3rd term on the right hand side of the equation are total energies of the complex,
endohedral cluster and fullerene cage respectively. Higher the binding energy more is the energy
released during the encapsulation of the endohedral cluster within the fullerene cage. From the
values of binding energies as given in the Table 5.5, it can be inferred that V3N cluster better
favored in C80 cage as compared with other three cages. Among four lowest energy structures of
V3N@fullerenes, only C76 has non-IPR cage thus it has more steric strain as compared with other
IPR satisfying cages, thus having lower binding energy per atom in its (17854) parent cage.
Further more all the reported cages better stabilize in its complex form rather than the separate
isolated systems. All the reported NCFs have higher electron accepting capacity, which are even
higher than that of C60. From the observed vIP, it can be inferred that all the reported clusters are
stable against oxidation as well.
Charge Transfer
We have employed the program called Chargemol to perform atomic population analysis on
most stable cages of each size C2n (2n=70, 76, 78 and 80) along with V3N endohedral unit, which
helps to determine density derived electrostatic and chemical (DDEC) net atomic charges on
each atom.
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Figure 5.13: The lowest energy structures of V3N@C2n (2n=70,76,78 and 80) with color
represents the net atomic charges in which red, blue and white represents –ve, +ve
and neutral charge respectively.
By summing up the charges on the endohedral unit, it was observed that the significant
amount of charge transfer occurs from endohedral unit to the cage, which varies from system to
system and are given by 2.16, 1.84, 1.76, and 1.95e for the systems V3N@C70 (8149), V3N@C76
(17854), V3N@C78 (24106), and V3N@C80 (31924) respectively. We also observed that most of
the red regions contains in the regions which are close to the vanadium ions.
In Summary, we have screened 8149, 19151, 24109, and 31924 different isomers of C70, C76, C78,
and C80 fullerenes cages respectively through a series of calculation using PM6 method followed
by DFT optimizations to determine the structures of endohedral fullerenes with V3N as
endohedral unit. The host fullerene cages of the lowest energy structures of all the four types of
endohedral fullerenes found in our elaborate searches have previously been reported to host
different types of endohedral units. Only the V3N@C76 is found to have a non-IPR carbon cage.
All the clusters have high ionization potential, and their electron affinities are higher than C60.
The charge transfer from the endohedral unit ranges from 1.76 to 2.16 electron in these clusters.
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From our studies on other higher doped vanadium clusters, it can be inferred that the charge
transfer decreases as increasing the number of vanadium in the endohedral cluster. These
endohedral fullerenes are stable and can be useful as an electron acceptor.
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Chapter 6: Electronic Structure Calculation on C60@C240 Onion

Carbon onions or carbon nano onions (CNOs) are the concentric multi shell fullerene like
carbon cages. The name onion is derived from the structural resemblance of layered structure
with onions. The observation of carbon onion like structure was noted even before the discovery
of carbon fullerenes in 1986 [51] but they have remained in shadow of other carbon materials like
graphene, fullerenes, and carbon nano tubes etc. [52] [53] [54] Iijima in 1980 provided the electron
micrographs of graphitized carbon cages with diameters ranging from 30 to 70 Å

[51]

. The

carbon nanoonions (CNO) were observed as a byproduct during the carbon black synthesis. After
the discovery of C60 by Smalley and his group in 1985, [142] Iijima realized that the innermost
shell that he observed in 1980 [51] had the diameter of 8 Å approximately similar to C60 and he
proposed the innermost shell of CNOs could be C60. Later on Ugarte put forth the formation
mechanisms and observed the CNOs from the intense irradiation of carbon soot by electron beam
[184]

. This method is limited in terms of yield of the carbon onions but provided a route to

synthesize them. There after many potential methods are reported in two decades, Du et al.
reported the synthesis of CNOs with higher yield and purity using coal by radio frequency
plasma [185]. In addition to Ugarte, Banhart et al. also reported the formation of CNOs by electron
beam irradiation of carbon materials in 1997 in which irradiation helps to create the high
temperature regime and structural fluidity which finally lead to the formation of graphitic shells
[186]

. The synthesis of CNOs by the chemical vapor deposition method was reported by Maquin in

1999 [187]. Other method of synthesis by high energy ball-milling was documented by Huang et al.
in which it was believed that there is bending of flat sp2 hybridized bonds under mechanical
deformation, which leads to the curved shell structure [188]. Gubarevich and his group documented
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the CNOs synthesis by electromagnetically accelerated plasma spraying in which nano diamond
particles are treated at high temperature leading to the thermal graphitization. [189] Lange et al.
reported the synthesis of CNOs by arc discharge in water between pure and catalyst-doped
graphite electrodes. [190] The last two synthesis methods claimed to be more attractive due to its
higher yield, high purity and controllability. In 2000, Mordkovich et al. reported synthesis of
double and triple layer CNOs (i.e. C60@C240, C240@C560 and C80@C240@C560 etc.) from high
temperature laser pyrolysis of carbon black for the first time [191].
Theoretical studies at the ab intio level are scarce. In 2008, Zope reported electronic
structure of C60@C240 and its first-order response to the appiled static electric field at density
functional level. The nearly identical values of the polarizability of C240 fullerene and C60@C240
fullerene found in his study indicated that the outer shell sheilds the inner C60 from the applied
electric field, making C60@C240 as molecular example of Faraday cage

[192]

. Subsequent

calculations by Bhusal and co workers confirmed this behavior by expliciting computing the
contributions to the polarizabilty by two shells. [193] Recently, Casello et al. studied the structure
and spectroscopic properties of C60@C240 and C60@C180 using the BLYP functional with
Grimme’s empirical dispersion correction. [194] They noted that the encapsulation of C60 leads to
strong mutual perturbation of the fullerenes in the C60@C180 onion. Very recently Voityuk and
Sola studied the nature of the excited states calculated using the semiempirical INDO/S
approach. They analyzed the nature of excited states in terms of exciton localization and charge
transfer from inner to the outer cage in C60@C240. [195] The solvent effects were modeled using a
COSMO-like polarization continuum model. They noted that the energy of charge separated
states do not depend on the environment polarity. Here in this study we have investigated the
optical and electronic structure of C60@C240 at DFT level in detail using large polarized Gaussian
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basis sets with focus on the changes in the electronic properties upon complex formation and the
charge transfer electronic transition from one shell to the other. Additionally we study the
vibrational properties and predict the Raman spectra for the first time. Below we describe the
computational methodology in brief.

Computational Methodology
All calculations are performed using density functional theory at the all-electron level
using the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange correlation functional as implemented in
the UTEP-NRLMOL code. The structures of the individual fullerene shells were first performed
using the LBFGS algorithm and the onion structure was built using the optimized geometries of
individual shells. The DFT-D3 parameterization was used to include the van der Waals
interaction. We point out that the basis set used in NRLMOL is specially optimized for use with
the PBE functional. Moreover, it correctly satisfies the Z10/3 rule for Gaussian basis sets, where Z
is the atomic number, so that the basis set superposition errors are minimized

[68]

. This is

important as binding in these complexes occurs due to van der Waals interactions.
As discussed later in more details, a number of molecular orbitals primarily reside on
one of the two-fullerene shells. As a consequence number of electronic excitations have charge
transfer nature where the electron transfers from inner C60 unit to the outer C240 fullerene shell or
vice-versa. The calculations of excited states with a strong charge transfer character within the
density functional theory can be problematic if the time dependent density functional theory
(TDDFT) with standard GGA functionals such as PBE are used. A number of alternative
approaches such as constrained DFT or use of specially tuned system dependent range-corrected
functionals have been suggested as a remedy to overcome charge-transfer excitation problems in
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DFT. In this work, we use constrained DFT approach developed by Baruah and Pederson, which
we call the perturbative delta-SCF method to compute the charge transfer excited states. In this
method, the orthogonality between the ground state total wavefunction and the excited state total
wavefunction, both of which are constructed as single Slater determinants from the Kohn–Sham
orbitals, is strictly enforced. The occupied orbitals are relaxed in the space of unoccupied orbitals
using the first order perturbation method where the perturbation Hamiltonian is the change in the
ground state Hamiltonian due to rigid shift of an electron from the hole to the particle orbital.
Likewise, the hole orbital is relaxed in the space of occupied orbitals. This constraint enforces
the strict orthogonality between the ground and excited state wavefunctions. This method has
been used earlier to efficiently describe the charge transfer excited states of several molecular
donor–acceptor dyads and triads. [196] [191] [68] Our benchmark calculations on a set of small
donor–acceptor molecules have shown that this method in conjunction with the pure GGA
functional such as PBE can yield results of the same quality as the TDDFT method with rangeseparated functionals. This method is implemented in the NRLMOL code. [69] [197] [198] [199]

Results and Discussion
The optimized geometry of the carbon was previously reported in Ref.

[193]

We here

briefly summarize the results. The separation between the two-fullerene shells in optimized
onion is 3.37 Å and show very small deviations from the fullerene shells in isolations. The
vibrational frequencies calculated in harmonic approximation yielded positive frequencies
indicating that the structure is a stationary point on the potential energy surface. The electronic
structure of the onion is 2au 14ag 28t2u 28t1u 30gu 16t1g 16t2g 30gg 44hg 32hu in agreement with
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previously reported by Zope. The HOMO-LUMO gap in the onion in gas phase 0.9 eV. The
isolated C60 and C240 have HOMO-LUMO gaps of 1.64 and 1.23 eV, respectively. These
values are in agreement with recent report of Casella et. al. who used BLYP functional with
TZVP basis set. The HOMO level in onion is at -0.1967 Hartree and the orbital is localized on
the outer C240 shell. The threefold degenerate LUMO level is at -0.164 Hartree and the orbital is
localized on the inner C60 shell. The isolated C60 has a LUMO level at -0.154 Hartree while the
isolated C240 has HOMO level at -0.193 Hartree. Since the optimization does not show
appreciable differences in the geometry of the shells, these small differences primarily result
from weak mutual polarization of electron clouds. The isolated C60 has HOMO level at -0.214
Hartree. In onion this level is pushed down to 14th level below the HOMO and occurs at -0.221
Hatree. These eigenvalues show stabilization of energy levels upon formation of onion.
However, the energy differences are very small and use of better approximations for the
exchange-correlation such as recent Fermi orbital based self-interaction approaches may lead to
reordering of the energy levels. The inspection of orbital molecular density plots of C60@C240,
show that all molecular orbitals starting from the HOMO to HOMO-13 are mainly localized on
C240 shell where as the HOMO-14 localized on C60. Likewise, the first three LUMO levels are
mainly localized on C60. Next three higher LUMO levels above LUMO+2 are smeared over to
both C60 and C240 with small contribution from the C60. The LUMO+6 is the first molecular
orbital, which is mainly contained on the C240, where as other low lying LUMOs are either on
the C60 moiety or delocalized over the whole complex. The energy order and intermixing of the
frontier orbitals of C60 and C240 can be seen from the density of states (DOS) plot shown in Fig.
6.2, from which it can be inferred that HOMO level is mainly contained in the C240 but for the
LUMO level most contribution is due to C60 and little contribution by C240.
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Table 6.1: Transition spectra calculated between different HOMO(H) and LUMO(L) levels
using perturbative delta self consistent field method and reported energies are in
eV.
Transition

Energy spectra

H_L
H_L+1
H_L+2
H-1_L
H-5_L+3
H-14_L
H_L+6

1.16
1.15
1.15
1.14
1.74
1.62
1.50

Better estimates of energy removal energies can be obtained from the total energy
differences using the approach called the delta SCF method. We have computed the electron
removal energies from the total energy differences of the neutral fullerene and its cation, which
typically give the first ionization energy. We compute the electron removal of the first molecular
orbital that is primarily localized on inner C60 shell (HOMO-14) using the perturbative delta SCF
method. The calculated electron removal energy of the least bound C60 orbital in onion is 7.29
eV. The calculated ionization energy of isolated C60 is 7.43 eV. The experimental ionization
energy of C60 obtained using photoionization and photoelectron spectroscopy are in 7.54-7.61 eV
energy range. The above values of C60 ionization energy show slight destabilization of C60
HOMO upon the onion formation, which is in disagreement with qualitative picture one gets
from the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues. The ionization energy of the C60@C240, that is, the electron
removal from the HOMO that is localized on outer fullerene shell is 6.25 eV. It agrees well with
ionization of isolated C240 fullerene (6.24 eV). The inspection of isosurface plot of the LUMO
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orbital which is 3 fold degenerate (Fig. 6.3) shows that it is localized on fullerene. The
computation of electron affinity of C60 using delta SCF method gives 2.67eV. The electron
affinity of C60@C240 onion is 3.45 eV which is comparable to that of isolated C240 fullerene (3.26
eV). Thus even though the molecular orbital plots show LUMO to be primarily localized on
inner C60 fullerene, the addition of electron results in reordering of the energy levels. In order to
understand the changes in the charge density due to the presence of an extra electron in an anion
and depletion of charge density in a cation due to removal of electron, we have plotted the charge
density differences of the neutral onion with its anion and cation. The Figs. 6.1, it has been
observed that the extra electron in the anion is mainly localized inside the C240 cage and that the
depletion of the charge density mainly occurs outside of the C240 cage. Thus it appears that the
electron removal primarily occurs from the outer C240 shell while the extra electron localizes
within the two-fullerene shells. anion and similarly for the cation too, we have carried out a
atom-based site specific analysis of the charge density distribution. In this method, total volume
of the complex is divided into a number of non-overlapping volumes containing the nucleus from
each atom. The space closer to the nucleus of an atom compared with others is assigned to that
specific atom and termed as Voronoi cell. When summed over the atoms of a fragment it
provides the total charge associated with that fragment. It was found from the calculations on
cation/anion of the whole complex that the charge corresponding to C60 and C240 fragments are
360.05/360.39 and 1438.95/1440.61 respectively. From this analysis it can be concluded that the
removal of an electron takes place from the C240 moiety during ionization of the onion complex.
This is also borne out by the fact that the IP of the complex is very similar to that of the C240
fragment. On the other hand, the extra electron in the anion is actually smeared over in the inside
region between the C240 and C60 as seen from the density difference plot with substantial charge
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both of the C240 and C60 fragments. The electron affinity of the onion is larger than both of the
C240 and C60. This result shows that even though the LUMO is located on the C60, the electron
affinity is not determined by the C60 component.
Table 6.2: The HOMO LUMO gap (H_L gap), vertical ionization potential(vIP), vertical
electron affinity (vEA) and quasi particle gap of the isolated components and whole
complex are presented

and all reported energy are presented in eV. (Calc.

=Calcualted)
Systems
C60
C240
C60@C240

H-L gap
Calc.
1.64
1.23
0.90

IP
Calc.
7.38
6.24
6.25

Expt.
7.6 [197]
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EA
Calc.
2.67
3.26
3.42

Expt.
2.69 [198]

QP gap
Calc.
4.71
2.98
2.83

Figure 6.1: Charge density difference in C60@C240 onion.
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Figure 6.2: Density of states plot for the C60@C240 complex. Red line represents the Fermi level.
Top and middle graphs represent the contribution of C60 and C240 components
respectively to the total density of states on the bottom graph.
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Figure 6.3: The shallow HOMO LUMO plots for the C60@C240 carbon onion.

To summarize, the electronic structure of C60@C240 is explored using density functional
theory at all electron level, in which density of states, molecular orbital and charge density
difference of cation and anion with neutral complex were plotted. From analysis, it can be
inferred that during removal of an electron in C60@C240 onion, it mostly occurs in C240
component, where as in the addition of an electron C60 component shows the prominent effect.
The five and three fold degeneracy of HOMO and LUMO levels respectively in isolated
components (i.e. C60 and C240) remains intact even in the onion complex C60@C240. The ionization
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potential of the complex is very similar to that of C240 component, where as onion complex has
higher electron affinity as compared with the isolated ones (i.e C60 and C240).
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Chapter 7: Electronic and Structural Study of ZnxSx [x = 12, 16, 24, 28, 36, 48,
96, and 108] Cage Structures

Introduction
II-VI compound materials are of significant interest in semiconducting industry due to
their potential technological applications such as photovoltaic solar cells, quantum devices,
optical sensitizers, sensors, photo-catalysts, etc.1

[200]

Amongst the II-VI compounds, ZnS are

perhaps one of the most studied systems because of their unique electronic and optical
properties. Over the last couple of decades, a large variety of ZnS nanostructures have been
synthesized from zero-dimensional nanoparticles to nanoribbons, nanowires, nanorods,
nanotubes, nanosheets etc.2-8 [201] [202] [203] [204] [205] [206] [207] The most stable structure of bulk ZnS at
room temperature is known as sphalerite (zinc blende or cubic phase), and above 1000 degree
Celsius the less dense hexagonal form wurtzite structure is also stable. Both sphalerite and
wurtzite are intrinsic, wide-bandgap semiconductors that adopt structures related to many other
semiconductors, such as gallium arsenide. The cubic form of ZnS has a band gap of about 3.54
eV at 300 kelvin, but the hexagonal form has a band gap of about 3.91 eV9 [208] and ZnS can be
doped as either an n-type semiconductor or a p-type semiconductor.
Hollow nanoparticles are interesting from the possible range of their applications. The
internal cavity of these particles offer opportunities to host other elements or small clusters. Such
possibilities have been explored for their applications in catalysis, delivery of drugs,
development of artificial cells, and protection of biologically active agents such as proteins,
enzymes, or DNAs. Experimentally, various methods such as coaxial nozzle techniques,10
microemulsion, reverse microemulsion,11

[210]

exchange-resin,12

[211]

[209]

and self-organization

methods,13 [212] have been employed to prepare hollow spheres. Hollow nanostructures of ZnS
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have also been observed in experiments. Dong et.al reported large scale fabrication of ZnS
hollow vessels, short tubes, and hollow spheres using a simple micelle method.14

[213]

They

observed large blue shift in the UV–vis spectrum of hollow nanostructures pointing to their
quantum confinement effect. On the other hand, Yongjun He used a novel emulsifier-free
emulsion route to synthesize ZnS hollow microspheres.15 [214] Using this technique he reported
ZnS hollow microspheres made up of ZnS nanoparticles which had cubic structures (β-ZnS). The
author also noted that ZnS hollow microspheres became smaller and more compact when
reaction temperature is increased.15 [214] Liu et al. also reported semiconductor ZnS micrometer
hollow spheres obtained by a solvothermal route. In this case the ZnS spheres were formed
through the aggregation of ZnS nanocrystals and showed strong photoluminescence properties.16
[215]

Further, using a one-step hydrothermal process, Panda and Chaudhari recently reported

synthesis of crystalline ZnS hollow spheres. These ZnS spheres had diameters in the range 1.5 to
3.5 μm and shell thickness from 230 to 700 nm.17 [216] Smaller hollow nanocages in the nanometer
range have also been synthesized. Dong and coworkers fabricated small and monodisperse ZnS
hollow nanospheres by a simple surfactant polyethylene glycol (PEG) assisted method. The outer
diameters of these nanospheres ranged from 60 to 70 nm and had wall thickness of 15–20 nm.18
[217]

Furthermore, a large scale synthesis of ZnO/ZnS hollow nanocages was recently reported by

Yu, X-L et al. through a combination of hydrothermal and etching processes. Interestingly, the
authors proposed the use of the hollow cages as efficient sensors to detect ethanol with fast
response and good reproducibility.19 [218] In addition, the synthesis of ZnS nano-cages by laser
ablation of Zn was documented by Wang et al. using ultra-rapid acid etching in order to benefit
on the porous surface structure by removing the Zn from the early nucleation stage.20 [219]
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The properties of elements at the atomic scale present a non-scalable behavior where the
variation is highly nonmonotonic.21-22 [220] [221] In this size regime (for example, atomic clusters)
unusual things often arise because of quantum confinement, boundary effects. The bulk ZnS
occurs commonly in two phases - Zinc Blende and Wurzite. The WZ phase has a higher band
gap 3.77 eV compared to the ZB phase (3.68 eV). The ZnS nanocrystals show phase transitions
between ZB, WZ and rock-salt structures under pressure and temperature change.23-27 [222] [223] [224]
[225] [226]

Kole et al. have shown that ZnS nanocrystals of size 1.1-1.5 nm can undergo

transformation from cubic to hexagonal forms at a much smaller temperature of 250oC.28

[227]

Theoretical calculations of bulk-like ZnS clusters predict a band gap ranging from 2.6 to 3.3 eV29
[228]

which is an intermediate value between the gap of cubic and hexagonal bulk phases.

Moreover, structural, electronic, and optical information about small nanoparticles can be
obtained using computer simulations to gain insight into the properties and potential uses of ZnS.
Early calculations using density functional theory on small (ZnS)n clusters showed a growth
pattern of forming planar, ring-like structures for very small nanoclusters of sizes n=2-5 but as
the size increases the tendency is more towards forming spheroids or bubble clusters.30-40 [229] [230]
[231] [232] [233] [234] [235] [236] [237] [238] [239]

Even though hollow ZnS nanocages with a radius below 30-35

nm have not yet been observed, theoretical calculations indicate formation of ZnS nanocages for
this smaller size range. For instance, Spano and co-workers reported the spontaneous formation
of ZnS bubble clusters, i.e. hollow cages, in classical molecular dynamics simulations ZnxSx [x =
10-47, 50, 60, 70, and 80] for which onion like or "double bubble" structures33-34 [232] [233] like the
one for Zn60S60 were predicted. These cages presented "bubble" like polyhedral structures with
atoms in threefold coordination rather than a densely packed bulk-like structure. Remarkably,
Spano’s density functional theory calculations of the cage structures showed that the bubble
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clusters are more stable than the bulk-like species. Following Spano’s work, Yong et al.
theoretically investigated the possibility of formation of low-density ZnnSn (n=12,16) using
density functional theory41

[240]

and found large HOMO-LUMO gaps in highly symmetric

structures. The authors propose these energetically favorable clusters for applications in gas
storage, heterogeneous catalysis, and filtration given their nanoporous structure nature. On the
other hand, a tight-binding DFT study for n = 10, 16, 37, 57 and 68 showed that the most stable
structures are ring-, or band-like configurations, with large radii.35 [234] The tight binding DFT
calculations predict that bubble clusters are more stable than bulk-like clusters for n<17,
whereas the larger clusters such as n=58,68 prefer bulk-like configuration.35 [234] But same group
also showed that starting with a different set of hollow and bulk-like cluster led to the result that
for clusters with n = 10, 16, 37, 57, 68, 86 and 116, the hollow clusters are more stable than
bulk-like clusters.42 [241] Using molecular dynamics technique Khalkhali et al. have shown that
free standing ZnS nanocrystals of WZ and ZB structure of size 1-5 nm can undergo structural
change.32 [231] Motivated by these observations we designed several threefold coordinated ZnS
hollow ZnxSx [x = 12, 16, 28, 36, 48, and 108] cage nanoparticles and Zn96S96 onion with the aim
to investigate their chemical and vibrational stability. Several of these cage structures have not
been studied before. Using accurate density functional calculations we show that these systems
are electronically, energetically, and chemically stable. More importantly, we show that these
structures are also vibrationally stable (local minima on the potential energy surface) and posit
that they may host endohedral elements and small clusters. The vibrational frequencies can
indicate about the structural stability of the clusters. We investigate the quasiparticle gap
(transport gap) and optical gap for selected nanoparticles. The quasi-particle gaps of ZnS cages
studied herein show quantum-confinements effects and have not been reported earlier. We note
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that the cages studied here are similar in structural aspect to those reported of boron nitride
(B24N24 and B36N36).43-44 [242] [243] Such pattern has also been observed in a recent theoretical study
of a ZnS monolayer45 [244] and in a recent observation of a nonpolar structure of 2 monolayer thick
ZnO(0001) films on Ag(111) by surface x-ray diffraction and scanning tunneling microscopy.46
[245]

Computational Method
All electron theoretical calculations were carried out within the density functional formalism and
the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE96) to describe the
exchange-correlation effects.47 [246] The electronic orbitals and eigenstates were determined using
a linear combination of Gaussian atomic type orbital molecular orbital (LCGTO) approach as
implemented in the NRLMOL code.48-49 [247] [248] A 6s, 5p, and 3d basis set for the S atom, and a
7s, 5p, and 4d basis set for the Zn atom was used.50

[249]

In each case, the basis set was

supplemented by a diffuse d-type polarization function. The integrals were accurately and
efficiently calculated using a variational mesh and the self-consistency cycle was carried out till
the energies converged to 10-6 Hartree. We performed symmetry restricted geometry
optimization using the LBFGS scheme till reaching convergence when the forces were smaller
than 0.001 a.u. The vibrational frequencies were calculated by introducing small perturbations to
the equilibrium geometry in every Cartesian direction for all the atoms and calculating the
energy and forces of the distorted geometries. From these, the dynamical matrix was calculated
by the finite difference method, diagonalization of which yielded the frequencies.51 [250] Partial
charges were determined using a natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis.52 [251]
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Discussion and Results
Geometries
Figure 1 and 2 presents the ZnxSx optimized geometries. We confirmed that the studied
clusters are local minima in the potential energy landscape as attested by the vibrational analysis
that showed only real frequencies for Zn12S12, Zn16S16, Zn28S28(O, S4 and S8 symmetry) and
Zn36S36. The optimized coordinates of the inequivalent atoms are given in Table S1 in the
supporting information and the vibrational modes of various cages are presented in Fig. S1 to S6.
An analysis of NBO electronic charges show that the partial charges on the S range from -1.27
to -1.38 e while that for the Zn range from +1.28 to +1.34 e. Thus the charge transfer occurs
from the Zn to S leading to the ionic character of the Zn-S bond. Following the observation of
Spano et al. on three-fold coordination of Zn and S atoms in cage structures 33,34 [232] [233] in their
molecular dynamics simulations, the atoms in the cage structures chosen herein have three-fold
coordination.
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Figure 7.1: Optimized structures of Zn12S12, Zn16S16 and Zn24S24. Zn and S atoms are represented
by gray and yellow circles. Molecular symmetry is also given.
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Figure 7.2: Optimized structures of Zn28S28, Zn36S36, Zn48S48 , Zn96S96 and Zn108S108. Zn and S
atoms are represented by gray and yellow circles, respectively. Molecular symmetry
is also given.

The atoms in the onion-like structures, on the other hand, have predominantly four fold
coordination. Since ZnS is a heteroatomic system, the stoichiometric cage structures of ZnS
cannot be obtained using carbon fullerene cages as a template due to the presence of five
member rings (pentagons) in it. In fullerenes, the pentagons introduce curvature to form a closed
structure. However, the presence of pentagons precludes alternative arrangement of Zn and S
atoms. Closed structures can also be obtained using four member (squares) instead of five
member rings. Using Euler’s polyhedral formula it can be shown that for three-fold coordinated
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systems exactly six squares are required which permit alteration of Zn and S atoms. Most cages
structures reported herein contains squares (four member rings).
Zn12S12 Cage (Th)
The smallest cage structures in which six squares are isolated is the Zn12S12 cage. The six
squares in it are isolated from each other by eight hexagonal rings. It has Th point group
symmetry with two inequivalent atoms. The full Zn12S12 cage structure can be generated using
the point group symmetry operations. This cage structure is similar to the sodalite cage that is the
naturally occurring structural unit in zeolites. The cage has an average radius of 3.5 Å (Table
1). Spano and coworkers have reported onion-like clusters (Zn12S12@Zn48S48) whose inner core is
Zn12S12 cage. They noted the radius of the inner Zn12S12 bubble clusters in this onion to be 3.75
Å which is in good agreement with 3.5 Å reported here, considering the differences in the Zn12S12
cage environment.
The (4,6) ZnS bond, shared by the square and hexagons, of 2.34 Å is slightly longer than the
(6,6) bonds of 2.25 Å shared by two hexagons. In their study on small ZnS cages, Hamad and
coworkers examined the radial distribution function to obtain geometrical properties of clusters36
[235]

. Their analysis of computed radial distribution functions indicated that the first neighbor Zn-

S bond distance in the cages is approximately 2.25Å which is shorter than 2.34Å in bulk
polymorphs . They also noted that the ZnS- bond distances to be more or less independent of the
size of as observed from the shift in the first neighbor peak with respect to the size of the cluster.
Our (6,6) Zn-S bond distance of 2.25Å in Zn12S12 cage is consistent with the findings of Hamad
and coworkers. For the larger ZnS cages discussed below, the first nearest neighbor distances
are in the range 2.25-2.29 Å in excellent agreement with distances reported by Hamad and
coworkers36 [235] with the exception of Zn108S108 cage for which the shortest distance is 2.03Å.
Zn16S16 Cage (D2d)
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The Zn16S16 cage has D2d point group symmetry. The (4,6) bond is 2.32 Å long, the (6,6) bond is
2.28 Å long, and the atoms in this cage are on the shells with radii ranging from 3.61-4.16 Å.
The Zn16S16 cage can be built by adding four Zn and four S atoms bringing the exterior ring of
Zn12S12.
Zn24S24 Cages (O, S4 and S8)
The structures considered for Zn24S24 are octahedral O, S4 and S8 symmetric cages as shown in
Figure 1. The octahedral O round cage contains six octagons, eight squares, and eight hexagons
and it is defined by only two symmetry inequivalent atoms.
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Table 7.1: Molecular symmetry, bond lengths, angles between Zn and S atoms and cage radii for
the optimized ZnxSx cages.
Symmetry

Zn-S(Å)

Zn-S-Zn (o)

S-Zn-S (o)

Zn12S12

Th

2.25, 2.34

76.7, 100.0

Zn16S16

D2d

2.28, 2.32

76.4, 104.4

Zn24S24

O

2.24, 2.32

79.2, 104.9,

S4

2.25, 2.31

74.3, 104.9,

S8

2.27, 2.32

Zn28S28

T

2.28, 2.38

77.7,
102.0
75.8, 103.6

Zn36S36

Td

2.28, 2.32

76.5, 104.0

Zn48S48

Th

2.05, 2.58,
2.66

93.8, 108.0,
113.5

Zn96S96

O

2.34, 2.46,
2.70

89.5,
99.2, 108.2

Zn108S108

Th

2.03, 2.17,
2.25

78.6, 116.2,
124.1

97.3,
130.7
97.6,
131.1
95.5,
126.0
113.9,
131.2
113.4,
139.8
118.6,
125.2
117.4,
124.8
106.6,
111.5,
131.2
87.3,
112.5,
133.7
118.1,
125.9,
148.9

Systems

Cage radius
(Å)
3.22-3.83
3.61-4.16
4.78-5.28
4.38-5.83
4.35-5.51
4.37-6.02
5.78-6.83
6.99-7.60

3.40-5.56,

12.14-12.52

This round cage has been proposed as candidate structure for carbon,53
hydrides,54

[253]

[252]

silicon

boron oxides,54 [253] aluminum hydrides,54 [253] aluminum nitrides,55 [254] and for the

experimentally observed B24N24 species.56 [255] On the other hand, the S4 symmetric cage does not
contain any octagon and satisfies the isolated square rule.57 [256] This rule is similar to the isolated
pentagon rule for carbon fullerenes. The S4 cage contains 20 hexagons and six squares and is a
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fullerene like analog of a boron nitride fullerene. Finally, the S8 cage contains two octagons,
eight squares, and 12 hexagons and can be defined as a very short closed capped (4,4) nanotube.
The S4 cage was found to be the most stable structure followed by the S8 and O cages which are
0.43 and 2.21 eV higher in energy. Zn-S bond lengths range from 2.24-2.32 Å and all three
structures have atoms on shells with radii of 4.8 to 5.8 Å as summarized in Table 1.
Zn28S28 Cages (T) and Zn36S36 Cages (Td)
The Zn28S28 cage of T symmetry and the tetrahedral Zn36S36 (Td) cages shown in Figure 2
also satisfy the isolated six square rule. Zn28S28 contains 24 hexagons and it has six fourfold rings
that are isolated by hexagonal rings, while Zn36S36 has 32 hexagons. The boron nitride
counterparts of both these structures have been proposed as candidate structures for the abundant
boron nitride clusters detected in mass spectrum. Zn-S bond lengths range from 2.28-2.38Å for
both cages and the cage radius of Zn28S28 of 4.4-6.0 Å is comparable to the one of the Zn24S24
cages. The atoms in the Zn36S36 cage are on the shell with a larger radii of 5.8 to 6.0 Å (Table 1).
Zn48S48 Cage (Th)
The point group symmetry of Zn48S48 cage is Th. It is the second hollow cage structure
from the 24n2 family of octahedral (tetrahedral for ZnS) cages. The first cage in this series is the
Zn12S12 cage. The Zn48S48 cage can be obtained from the Zn12S12 cage structure by addition of
hexagons and maintaining the symmetry point group. The positions of the other atoms can be
determined from the symmetry group operations of an octahedral point group with symmetry
axes along the coordinate axes. The cage has three ZnS bond lengths of 2.05, 2.58 and 2.66 Å.
The atoms in this cage are on the shells with radii ranging from 7.0 to 7.6 Å.
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Zn96S96 Cage (O)
Zn96S96 cluster is a larger cage that can be built by surrounding all square and octagonal
defects of Zn24S24 (O symmetry) by rings of hexagons like leapfrogging in fullerenes,58

[257]

species that are necessarily closed electronic shells with large HOMO-LUMO gaps like in the
present case. Zn96S96 presents an onion-like or "double bubble" structure containing 18 defects:
12 squares and six octagons and has squares sticking out as it is evident from the structure shown
in Figure 2. The cage has an average radius of 3.4-5.5 Å and the squares protrude out by roughly
3.6 Å from the average radius. The average Zn-S bond lengths range from 2.34-2.70 Å and
shows that this larger cage would prefer a solid-like cage structure rather than be a hollow cage.
Zn108S108 Cages (Th)
The Zn108S108 cage is the largest hollow cluster we have studied. Because of its symmetry,
the optimized Zn108S108 cage has three characteristic ZnS bond lengths of 2.03, 2.17 and 2.25 Å
with atoms on the shells with radii of 10.0-12.52 Å. As compared to the C60 fullerene which has
radius of 3.5 Å, Zn108S108 cage had a radius 3 times as large and an inner volume 9 times larger.
Such larger cavity means the cage can easily accommodate rather large clusters and organic
molecules.
Chemical Stability and Optical Properties
The chemical inertness of the clusters correlates with the gap between the highest
occupied and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals, HOMO-LUMO gap. A large value of
HOMO-LUMO gap is the indicative of chemical stability, where the system resists for both the
change in number of electrons and the deformation of electronic cloud. All clusters considered
here have closed shell structures with a relatively large HOMO–LUMO gaps, as shown in Table
2. In practical density functional theory applications, the HOMO-LUMO gaps as estimated from
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the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues are often underestimated by as much as by 50% if standard local
density approximation (LDA) or generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functionals are used
due to the fact that the approximations made in modeling the exchange-correlation effects by
these functional do not capture the so called derivative discontinuity in the exchange-correlation
potential, and also these functionals suffer from self-interaction errors.

Table 7.2: Molecular symmetry, HOMO-LUMO gaps (HL gap), vertical electron affinity (vEA),
vertical ionization potential (vIP), binding energies (BE), fundamental gaps (Eg),
and optical transitions for the optimized ZnxSx clusters. All values are reported in
units of eV.
Symmetry HL gap
3.25
3.18
3.27
3.06
3.17

1.79
1.65
2.17
2.18
2.39

7.94
8.06
7.63
7.54
7.31

5.49
5.54
5.48
5.60
5.55

Zn28S28

Th
D2d
O
S4
S8
T

3.17

2.95

6.81

5.58

Eg
(quasi)
6.15
6.40
5.47
5.36
4.92
3.87

Zn36S36

Td

2.97

2.43

7.29

5.59

4.86

Zn48S48

Th

3.07

2.50

7.3

5.60

4.79

Zn96S96

O

Zn108S108

Th

2.48
2.97

2.58
2.73

6.80
6.92

5.54
5.63

4.21
4.19

Zn12S12
Zn16S16
Zn24S24

vEA

vIP

BE

TDDFT
Optical
4.38
4.01

Recent formulations for correcting for the self-interaction corrections using Fermi
orbitals offer a promising route,59-62 [258] [259] [260] [261] however, these are not yet available for routine
calculations. The theoretically calculated band gaps (Kohn-Sham gaps) for the cubic bulk ZnS
are in the range 1.7-2.1 eV depending on the type of functional used,63-66 [262] [263] [264] [265] while the
experimental gap for the most stable cubic form of ZnS is 3.54 eV.67 [266]
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An accurate estimate of the fundamental gap can be obtained using the GW
approximation. However, these calculations are computationally very expensive. On the other
hand, the fundamental gap (𝐸!!"#$% ) concerns energy differences in the electron removal energy
and the energy released when an electron is added to the system. Experimentally, 𝐸!!"#$% can be
measured using scanning tunneling microscope and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy. For
finite systems, the quasiparticle gap can be obtained from the total energy differences of the
charged (cation, anion) and neutral clusters according to the following equation:
𝐸!!"#$% = 𝐸 𝑁 + 1 + 𝐸 𝑁 − 1 − 2𝐸(𝑁)
where E(N) is the self-consistent total energy of an N electron system. Notably, density
functional theory, even within the standard exchange-correlation functionals such as GGA, can
provide accurate estimates of the total energy differences in the above equation.68-69 [267] [268] The
computed HOMO-LUMO gaps (Kohn-Sham eigenvalues), vertical electron affinities (vEA) and
ionization energies (vIE), and fundamental gaps (Eg) are presented in Table 2.
A number of observations can be made from this table. All cage structures are
characterized by large HOMO-LUMO gap. The smallest Zn12S12 cage has a HOMO-LUMO gap
of 3.25 eV while the Zn96S96 cage has the smallest value (~2.5eV). These values are larger than
the band gap (1.7-2.1 eV) for the bulk ZnS indicating the finite size (quantum confinement)
effects in these cages. Hamad and coworkers36 have also examined the HOMO-LUMO gaps for
the bubble clusters (cages), onion-like clusters, and bulk-like clusters in the size range of 10 to
80 atoms. They scaled the HOMO-LUMO gap values by adding 1.5 eV energy shift estimated
from the difference between the calculated band gap (2.1 eV) for the bulk and the experimental
value of the ZnS band gap (3.6 eV). They noted that the band gap of bubble clusters does not
change substantially with the cluster size. They furthermore observed that the band gaps of
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double bubble (onion-like) clusters are smaller than those of single cages. Our results essentially
corroborate these observation. Our calculated values of the HOMO-LUMO gaps are in the range
2.5 to 3.25 eV which agree with those reported by Hammad and coworker (2.7 to 3.3 eV after
subtraction of the ad hoc shift). Furthermore, in agreement with their results, Zn12S12 is found to
posses one of the highest values of HOMO-LUMO gap (3.25 eV) while the onion-like Zn96S96
has the smallest ( ~ 2.5 eV) value. The 𝐸!!"#$% range from 6.4 eV (for Zn16S16) to 3.9 eV (for
Zn28S28). The rather larger values of these gaps are indicators of the chemical stability of these
cage clusters. For the smallest two clusters, we have computed the optical gaps using the linear
response formulation of the time dependent DFT. The restriction to the small system was due to
the computational cost of these calculations using high quality basis sets (such as those used in
ground state and vibrational calculations). The optical gaps are 4.38 eV for Zn12S12 and 4.01 eV
for the Zn16S16 cages (Table 2). These results allow us to estimate the exciton binding energies in
these two systems. Between these two cages, the larger fundamental gap of 6.4 eV and smaller
optical gap of 4.01 eV results in larger exciton binding energy in the Zn16S16 cage. The exciton
binding energy in the cage of Zn12S12 is 1.47 eV.
To further visualize the electronic spectrum we calculated the density of states (DOS)
which is shown in Figure 3. The DOS shows that the position of the Fermi level in all cages are
nearly aligned except for the Zn96S96 cage. The HOMO-LUMO gap of this cluster is smaller
compared to the other clusters by nearly 0.5 eV. We point out that some of the atoms in this
cage are in 4-fold coordination whereas the atoms in all the other cages are only in 3-fold
coordination. The distinct bonding in Zn96S96 is reflected in the density of states with a high lying
HOMO level. The partial DOS of Zn12S12 and Zn96S96 are provided in the supplementary
information section. The partial DOS of the these two cages show that the valence orbitals are
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predominantly of p-character originating from the S p orbitals. The d-orbitals of Zn lie deep in
energy. The contribution of the 4s orbitals of Zn is also seen in the occupied orbitals near Fermi
level. This feature also confirms that the charge transfer from the Zn 4s orbitals to the p-orbitals
of S atoms is not complete as also seen from the NBO analysis.

Figure 7.3: The density of states (DOS) plot of the ZnxSx clusters as a function of the cluster
size.The red lines are the fermi levels. The levels plotted on the right side of the
fermi levels are unoccupied states and to those at the right are the occupied levels.
They are plotted in the order of ZnxSx clusters (x= 12, 16, 24-O, 24-S4, 24-S8, 28,
36, 48, 96, and 108) from top to bottom.
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Energetic Stability
To investigate the energetic stability of the ZnS bubble-cages we computed the binding
energy per ZnS pair atom of the ZnxSx clusters according to the equation:
𝐸(𝑍𝑛! 𝑆! − 𝑥𝐸 𝑍𝑛 − 𝑥𝐸(𝑆)]
𝑥
where E(ZnxSx), E(Zn), and E(S) are the total energies of the ZnxSx, Zn and S species respectively.
𝐵𝐸 = −

Note that according to this definition the larger the binding energy, more energy is required to
separate the cluster into its atomic components, and therefore, the more stable is the species. The
binding energies per atom of the clusters were all found to be positive around 5.0 eV per ZnS
pair, and increased with cage size from 5.49 eV for Zn12S12 to 5.58 eV for the larger species as
shown in Table 1. Further, the binding energy increases slowly towards the cohesive energy (6.3
eV) of the zinc-blende bulk ZnS.
Vibrational Frequency and Infrared Spectra
The analysis of the vibrational frequencies show that the bubble clusters studied here are
local minima on the potential energy surface and are viable structures for ZnS clusters. Several
of these clusters possess soft modes below 50 cm-1 which may indicate low structural stability
compared to the other clusters and possible structural transition under elevated temperature or
pressure.

These calculations are carried out at T=0K which does not include any temperature

effects. The large HOMO-LUMO and optical gaps of these clusters however show that the freestanding clusters are chemically stable species.
The predicted infrared (IR) of the ZnxSx (x= 12, 16, 24, 28 and 36) cages are presented in
Figs. 4. All the cages showed five main IR active modes centered around 250, 280 and 310, 360
and 380 cm-1. The intensity of the high frequency, modes decreased for the larger sizes. On the
contrary, the larger cages have more dispersion in their bond-lengths and hence their lower
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spring constants resulted in more IR active modes at low frequencies. All modes and its
degeneracy are given in supplemental informationS1-S6.

Figure 7.4: Infrared spectra of the ZnxSx clusters (x= 12, 16, 24, 28 and 36)
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Figure 7.S1: Vibrational modes and frequencies for the Zn12S12 cage
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Figure 7.S2: Vibrational modes and frequencies of the Zn16S16 cage
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Figure 7.S3: Vibrational modes and frequencies for the Zn24S24 (O symmetry) cage.
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Figure 7.S4: Vibrational modes and frequencies for the Zn24S24 (S4 symmetry) cage.
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Figure 7.S5: Vibrational modes and frequencies for the Zn24S24 (S8 symmetry) cage.
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Figure 7.S6: Vibrational modes and frequencies for the Zn36S36 (S4 symmetry) cage.
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Figure 7.S7: Plot of HOMO_LUMO gap as a function of cage size
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Figure 7.S8: The partial density of states of Zn12S12 cage
Summary and Conclusions
To summarize, the present study examines if the ZnS cages as observed in the classical
molecular dynamics simulations are viable. Our DFT calculations using large polarized basis
sets show that the hollow ZnxSx cages are chemically and energetically stable, and the vibrational
analysis indicate that such hollow cage structures are local minima on the potential energy
surface. The calculated HOMO-LUMO gaps are smaller than the bulk cubic form of ZnS being
consistent with the expected quantum confinement effects on the cages. These cages have high
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ionization potentials and relatively low electron affinities. The binding energies of these cages
show a small variation in the range 5.49-5.63 eV with the trend that in general it increases with
the cage size. The quasiparticle (transport) gaps vary from 6.15 eV in Zn12S12 to 3.9 eV in
Zn28S28 with overall decrease in its value with increase in the cage size that is indicative of the
quantum size effect. The analysis of partial charges show the ionic nature of bonding in these
systems with an average of 1.3 e charge transfer from S to Zn atoms. Finally, we have also
presented infrared spectra which may be useful in possible identification of these clusters in the
experimental studies. The internal cavity of the studied cages with radius ranging from 3 to 12
Angstroms offer opportunities to host elements and small clusters with potential applications in
catalysis, delivery of drugs, development of artificial cells, and protection of biologically active
agents such as proteins, enzymes, or DNAs, and we hope that our work motivates future
experimental studies.
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